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Secretary brought on a Small
Sized Row But It Ended With-oAny Serious Results
to An body Con
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Thaw Is Not a Criminal. But Must Position Is Conceded to Mir ncsota
Products ot .This Territory Will
Man and Atlantic City Will
be Given Every Chance to
Benefit Under New Sched- Probably be Chosen
be Cured. Says the
tiles and Return ot
SAMUEL VAN SANT.
"
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Judge In Long
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Prosperity Can't
Samuel r. Van Pant, former govOpinion.
Place.
ernor of Minnesota. Is said to lead
be Far Away
the race at Salt Lake City for grand
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.
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Spokane. Auk. 12. That no man
owns hta farm but is only an agent
under the obligation to cor.s'.Tve the
soil. Is the uoctrinu promulgated by
L. H. Bailey, of the Now York college
of agriculture, this morning
before
the irrigation congress.
He stated
that there should be a national irrigation movement, but that It is not
necessary to develop all our resources
at once. It is will, he said, to have
resources to take up when the press
of population comes.
Dr. A. C. True, director of the office
of experiment stations of the departSENATOR CHAMBERLAIN. WHO HEADS PARTY OF SENATORS NOW
ment of agriculture,
ON A VISIT TO WESTERN PROJECTS.
spoke of the
scope and purpose of the Irrigation
Chicago,
Aug. 12. United States and Secretary Ballinger.- investigations carried on by his
"Closely allied with the reclamaThe scope, he said, is the Senators Chamberlain of Oregon, Caruse of water In Irrigation, and Us ter of Montana, Warren of Wyoming, tion work." he said, "Is the conservapurpose U the largest use of our Flint of California, Paynter of Ken- tion of tho natural resources. Withprotection
without
water supplies and the adoption of tucky and Borah of Idaho, compris- out the forest,
against the ravages and greed of
the best methods in their use.
ing the Senate committee tn
money, the streams must soon dry up
"At present the greatest need of tion, met here yesterday and startud
and the districts which now are happy
the arid region, judged by the calls III a body for a two months
tour of i homes must cease to rxist.
upon us for help, is along the second, the various reclamation projects
of j
'I do not care what is said about
line of work committed to us by con- the west and northweet.
j Mr. Plnchot.
I know that he has giv- gress the use of irrigation waters,
Senator Chamberlain was a speak- - en his. entire time and attention to
with efpeciul suggestions of the best ee at a luncheon given by the CUI- - i oiiscrvlng the natural rcaoruces. In
methods for the utilization of Irriga- cago Association of Commerce.
in supporting a man of his caliber poll
tion waters In agriculture."
iui
.water
tics shuuld not be
ot
wiiBiTvuiiun
itiKuiiiB
Into consid
Cunt-crvpower in me far west, Senator Cham crathin. He shouldtaken
tlio Wuter.
be permitted to
"Taking the country
as a whole, berlaln touched upon the controversy proceed without hindrance or interand looking at the arid region from in Spokane between GlfTord Plnchot ference."
a national standpoint, economy
In
water Is Important. The highest estimate of the areu which can be
served by the available water supply OFFICERS SCORED
MAY REDUCE SIZE
Is about ten per cent, of the total
area, while the more conservative stuFOR CAUSING MUTINY
dents of the arid region place it at
CF PAPER HOMEY
five per cent.
All admit that the
water supply is the limiting factor in
the development of the west. It folonstuhulnry Trouble Held to Ilo tli. ji'fiisiiry Officials plan to Revise Syslows then that eviry reduction In the
Result of Ijaok of Competent
tem of Issuing- - Kills In
upon a given area
quantity ued
Management.
tlio I lit lire.
inmakes possible a corresponding
Manila. Aug. 12. The constabulaiy
Washington, Aug. 12. Several Imcrease in the area which can be reclaimed. The quantity of water ac- board, which has been investigating portant changes in the designs of the
the mutiny at Duvao June 6 when a paper money of the country are soon
tually used by plants in the
processes of growth Is very small, att portion of tho Second company mu- to take place. Secretary MacVeagh,
compared with the quantities diverted tinied, seized their barracks and Assistant Secretary Norton and Direcfrom streams for use in irrigation, fought desperately, finally escaping to tor Ralph of the bureau of engravand It may be possible to decrease the mountains,, has recommended se- ing and printing have under considthis quantity by breeding drouth re- vere punishment for the officers in eration n general scheme for systematizing the designs of ail issues of
sisting crops, but this does not offer command.
The board demands the resignation paper money in such a manner that
a very large opportunity for saving
Capt.
of
Platka
and
Lieut.
Dunsworth the same portraits anil emblems will
on account of the small quantity required by any plants. But In order on the ground that they are untlt for appear on till notes of the same deposition
the
ofllcers,
of
dis nomination.that plants may secure their supply it missal of Lieut. Deblaineand the
for unjust-- !
It can be stated authoritatively that
is necessary to keep In the soil con- ly
punishing
deserting!
privates
and
a portrait of the late (Inner Cleveland
siderably larger quantities of moisture his post.
i
The
board
also recommends is to appear soon on all $10 bills.
which must be held there against
reduction of Lieut. Giocorla to Distinctive desrgns for II. $:.. $20 and
losses by evaporation and percolation. the
the
bottom
of
list
the
of lieutenants
lll.s. and nerhnns those of even
And in order that this amount may and hta
suspension for one month.
higher denominations, have been pre
be supplied to the soil, much larger
pared. The $2 bills may be abolished.
quantities must
be diverted
from ION CITY TO II WE
It is r ported.
If the $2 bill Is re- streams to supply evaporation
and
A
REt.l LAK IXHTOK
seepage losses in transit.
Many farChicago, Aug. 12. Zion City is to tuinedlie it is certain thatIt its design
such as to make
stand out
mers use much more w'ater than is have a physician. likewise a drug will
a pile of $1 and $5 bills with
necessary through mistaken ideas as store, and by way of adding to
from
a prominence that will permit of no
to the quantities required, while care- complications which followed the the
reless and wasteful use Is responsible cent Invasion of the Methodists and mistake in its handling.
Some treasury officials are inclined
for much loss.
Baptists, the town is on the verge of
to favor ever a more radical change,
Puwlnr as ITcsideiit.
a commercial upheaval
A committee meeting last night reand recommend that paper money be
Thr ul:itmfit ju nv..ln tliut
to about the size of French
sulted in a decision to endorse B. A. the next ten days a "regular doctor" 'edu.-ec- l
Fowler, of riioi nix. as president ot will uniienr in
eitv u .viii imnr nt d Italian notes of small denomina- the congress and to select Pueblo as jhls shingle in front of the hotel auditions. Th.se notes are about three- the next mteeting "place. These acts uuminisier medicine 10 tlie sick.
iincon me nine oi ine American mnei
of the committee will probably
be
The plans are to open a drug store und are more convenient to handle.
not tar from Shiloh tabernacle, from j
endorsed by the congress Saturday.
Former Governor Pardee, of Cali- (Ihe platform .if which the late Dowic
CONGRESS SESSION
fornia, started an attack on Secretary r iU"ntly sp ike aR.ii'ist the "hellit-'Ballinger yesterday evening when the medicine best and tit" lemon'' nied- ical man.
secretary appeared to speak.
FolCOST HALF MILLION
lowing the secretary's remarks, Parlt
dee spoke at some length, making the CHICAGO I It AT
wil l, in : vK.ouors
charge that tracts of land containing
Chicago. Aug. 12. The war on Mini of lliSi 1u fcpent fur
power sit. g had been taken by powe rCongressmen to anil
ful interests with the aid of dummies. fruteniitU s and sororities, which have
He made the charge that Kallinger succeeded In creeping into the ChiI'roiu llonie-.- .
despite
cago
efforts
public
the
schools
permitted this, but his remarks were
not taken seriously by the delegatis. of the board of education, is to be reWu"liinton, Aug. 12. It is estiSecretary
Ballinger
was cheered opened next month with a new plan
of campaign which U cxpectid to put mated that tin- etxraordinary session
when he appeared.
lurs
these societies out of business for of stCongress to revise tin- tariff
Private Capital Welcome.
the American people JjilO.OU I.
Secretary Ballinger, who spoke lri good.
President I'rion has declared that 1 he chief Rem in this expense acthe attitude of the administration tocount is mileage to senators and repunward the reclamation of arid lands the school board is considering
usual and severe, tactics in dealing resentatives, which amounts to $15
In the west, said In part:
for the Hoiicc and $17,000 for the
"While the government has Invest- with these fratcrniti. s. and if the
not Senate.
ed over $:0,ono,000 in irrigation proposed plans are carried outexistbe in
works many times that amount ha one of the societies willcoming
I'OR AIRSHIP
school I. AN Dl
lose of the
been Invested since the passage ot ence by li.e
ON AITO CI. I'll UIMli'
'
the reclamation aet by private enter- term.
New Vcirk, Aug. 12. The plans for
prise, and it is .safe to say that a large
the new
home of the Autor PLUT."
portion of these private investments 'TlKM.
WOl l.il tfVlKKTAlX T AFT mobile club of America call for a
nave resulted from governmental ex
."a
landing fur airships n the roof. This
New Orleans. Aug. is.
ample and encouragement; and
Mite. - ' will be the tirst landing place for air
,.... nttrHete.l
- - me say here that it has not been an! ra,
Capcraft to be built on the roof of a skyIs not the policy of the national gov tion by wording H invitation to
ernment In the administration of this tain Fremont of the battleship aMissis- scraper or on any other building, and
the belief of the members
act to hinder or interfere with; the sippi, "Buy.iu Sara is a hell of place Indicate'
tn entertain in but we will do the of the Aero club that flying machines
b.t we can," has invited President are soon to be so perfected that they
(ContinueJ on Rage Four.)
Taft to spend a few hour in town. can utilize such a landing.
j
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BY COURT

L'

rommandcrshlp of the Grand Army.
Playtime for
"I : understand
Van Sant became a national
there are many
tho delegates of the O. A. R. encamp- - figure several years ago by starting Doubting Thomases In New MexlSJ.
n1ent ls over and the real business of proceedings to dissolve the .Norther.l tut whether the people
believe It or
e 8'Balon began this morning,
when Paclflc!reat Northern merger.
not. I am satisfied that we will get
statehood this winter. The bill wltl
buT-be an administrative measure and
iness Included tha
nnn nt
FUEL COMPANY
mlttee on credentials, reading reports
will .be Introduced very' early in the
of officials, nomination of officers ex- session. It will group both tkriltor-l- e
enipliflcatlon of the ritual and' tae
EES ITS PAPERS
in the same act. The preslden;
uuuresa ot tne commander-in-chie- f
will throw his support to It."
It is now generally conceded that
W. H. Andrews, delegate to ConVan Sant of Minnesota
American Victor Corporation
Will gress, who returned from Washingwill be chosen commander-in-chie- f
Have New Mexico Offices at
ton on the limited today, made tha
morrow and that Atlantic City will
CjIIwou.
foregoing statement to a reporter at
be selected as the meeting nlaen In
the Alvarado. The delegate ' looks
1910.
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 12. The
tired and bays he Is glad to get back
Oorilial Relations.
Fuel company of Portaway from the Intense heat of
After reviewing the promises he land, Maine, Hied incorporation papers and
made at the time of his election. Com- - today In the office of Territorial Sec- Washington. Mr. Andrews said:.- mander-ln-Chi"It has been very hot In the eaet
retary Nathan Jaffa. The capitalizaNevius said:
the extra session was a long, hard
"l have received a warm and
tion is 17,000,000. The lnaorporatioa and
siege.
Washington was depopulate!
dial greeting wherever I have gone fee paid was I7J0, or about
d
and found the Grand Army posts
r.
what the company paid this week at the day after the session closed. "Ev
thusiastlc and doing the best they Denver for Incorporation in Colorado. erybody left when the president left.
"The tariff bill is a good one for
could under tho circumstances
The headquarters are at Portland.
The oountry
vailing In their respective localities,
Maine, and the New Mexico offices a? New: Mexico products.
"I was treated' with great cordiality Gibson, a mining camp near Gallup, ought to rally under It I understand
that It has been a little dull in the
upon my visit In the southern departMcKinlty county. The New Mexh-It has been dull in the
ments and In Atlanta, Ua.. when the agent is Win. L. McDermott. The In territories.
jdrand Army of the Republic held a corporators and directors are: T. L. east, too. the last evidences . of thu
Joint meeting w ith, II, ciny .F.vuns. 'rotemi. 12 shures, president; Albert panic. The country farthest away
tommnnder-in-chiwinters Is al
of thT' Uttjiou f. Juiih,. 1 5',iirj, treasurer: J. A. from "''e' trKat mo-ie:.p4o:o u .l- - Coufedcrate Veterans nnd his organiza- O'DotincI, A. . Conant, J. R. Oriflln. ways riG"ittut"ta-rttion. The stars anil stripes were con- - S. F. Waterhouse, L. H. Palmer. B. P. waysy the last to .recovr. The east
spleuous while the sturs and bars were Perkins and Clarence G. Trott, all of ls recovering and I look tot conditions
X
not in evidence. Our open and public Portland, Maine, and each subscribing to Improve In New Mexico right away.
I look for an Improved condition all
discussion upon the family trouble ex- to 1 share.
over the country.
isting between the northern und south- ,
Good for Now Mexico.
states and between the men who
had Blood upon the firing line on both GARDENS IRIEO
was foug'
"The wool schedule
I met the
sides was most pleasant.
viciously, but we won out. The Ding-le- y
Deni-soIn
again
veterans
Confederate
practically
bill schedules were
Texas, and at a public meeting
10 ESCAPE JAIL maintained.
We got a strong duty on
with
time
them
there I divided the
lead and Klnc and fluospar, which It
1 met them also
ilpon the platform.
found In large deposits In the southern
I
Ala.,
urn
satisBirmingham,
and
at
Former AlbiiquerqueHii
Was Sauiutf part of the territory and used large
fied from all I could see and hear and
His way Through Iturs When
ly In the manufacture, of Iron, steel
harn that the men who stood upon
Caught.
glass. We also secured a 45 cent
and
ConIn
southern
firing
the
lines
the
duty on coal, which will be of great
war
enough
the
of
M
Aug. 12. Max benefit to New
federacy had had
.
Santa Fe. N.
Mexico, when
tho
and were anxious and willing to sup- Gardener, who hud been in business Panama canal Is completed. This is
United
government
of
the
port Ihe
at Albuquerque and in Santa Fe, and looking a long way In the future but
States under Its flag and that, were it who Is in Jail here waiting deportaIs Important.
We aro only 800
not for cithers who did not participate tion to his home In Germany as an It
but who are undesirable alien, was caught today miles from the coast and with such
in that great struggle,
lost in the act of sawing his way out of a duty on, we can compete with Brit
Blill laboring to keep alive the
coal, which has to be
cause, there would be no difficulty in his prison cell with a file, undoubtedly ish Columbia by
boat. This duty will
cementing the bonds of. union between lurnlshed him by a friend on the out- hauled down
mean the loading of many ships
the north and south.
side.
He had sawed the steel bars and war vessels with New Mexico coal
j
Ten Thousand Deaths.
half way through when his actions on the Pacific coast. Millions of tons
I
"The consolidated reports of the as- were noted.
of coal will be shipped there anJuly
ending
general,
sistant ndjutant
nually.
4, have not nil been received, hence It
'
"Taft will be with us on October
Is not possible to state our numerical POST OFFICE GETS
On De15, If his Itinerary holds good. When
strength on June 30. 190.
cember, 1907, the members In good
he Is here he will tell you something
HARRY K. THAW
standing of the grand nrmy of the
CANCELLING MACHINE about statehood. I understand
that
numAs he looks today.
The
225.137.
r public numbered
there are a number of doubting
w
-- .'
list
..ixncmleil
ih.
we
Thomases In the, territory, but
the two trials ana
my opii.ion he
al lhn, ate numbered 13.489. By the
Is in receipt of will get statehood during the winter
The
postofllce
local
did not succeed
adjutant
consolidated report of the
whether they want to believe it or not.
Thaw evidently made a had
there one of the new fangled electric cangeneral of this encampment
"The bill will be an administration
pi.hMon on tne juuge by his ..tions w(,re remnliiing In good standing on celling machines which are in generu!
while on and off the witness stand, December 31, 1908, 220.616. The num- - uee all over the country in tho larger bill and will go In on the first day of
the session. The territories will go
us the opinion calls special attention hpr Df comrades reported as having offices.
Hopkins stated alio In under one head. Congress opens
Postmaster
to Tliuw's facial expression while tell- - ,iirj
31,
and
1907.
between December
ins of his belief iu While's practices. December 31. 1908. was 10,124. Our that he was looking for a tabulating December 6 and on that day the bill
The court says Ik, Is by no means fjaln.i during the fiscal year have been : typewriter, which It is expected will will be Introduced. The bill Is alsatislicd with Thaw's treatment at ny muster, in 7,434; by transfer, also be installed shortly. These two ready drawn and ready for introducby machines are badly needed equlpmen' tion. It has a few changes in It, but
Alatleauan after his return tin iv last 2.948; by reinstatement, 7,146;
fathey are for the better. The land
October and says that no on could gain from delinquent
reports, 3.626. ir the local office and will greatlywere
the
machines
work.
cilitate
The
features are exactly the same as the
by
remain unmoved
the d:r tress ot Total gains. 21,154.
secured by W. II. Andrews.
old bill."
tne mother as she t.l, ,f that treat- "The number of comrades suspend- , ,i hag i,uen greatly reduced during t'.ia
ment.
O.V
NO REHEARING FOR
"It must be uiplersio.it! that Thaw past year, but the number remaining STARTS t'HlSADK
KMIIAKMKD CI I MIIKIIS
ST. IXJI IS TKAtTlOX MAX.
is in the institution, nut u a criminal suspended
entirely too large. When
Washington, Aug. 12. Dr. Harvey
Fe, N. M.. Aug. 12. Judge
Santa
undergoing punishment. s a Jury ele- - comrades who are on the suspended Wiley,
chief chemist of the agricul- John R. McFie, sitting for Chief Jusdared him innocent in the matter of list cannot, without prejudice to them- - tural department
and guardian of the tice W. J. Mills In chambers today
families, pay their pure
liomic ide. but an an unf rtunate af- - selves and their
food laws, has started a crusade denied a rehearing to W. A. Bud-decHie ted
Willi a mental derangement, clues. Ihe pests should promptly remit
against
cucumbers and
of at. Louis, formerly president
anil as such he is to be protected I hem in order that they may again be gherkins embalmed
He
Inoculated with alum.
and geneeral manager of the Las
end guarded, fyith the distinct hope placed in good standing and have an- - asserts that
and
withered
Vegas railway, light and power comthat lie may iTltimately be ured. I other chance,
cucumbers are given generous hypo, pany, who sougliT to have the court
therefore sugg ht that he be allowed
Many r.'.lls for Relief,
magic
under
of
alum
dermics
its
and
the privileges formerly given him ami
"Investigation will show that there Influence the once soft, soggy and set aside the sale of the property of
the company at I. as Vegas recently
that his mother be afforded every have been many bills Introduced In generally
disreputable pickle tif com- confirmed.
consideration."
the national contentions anil congress merce is plumped
out,
rejuvenated
The opinion conc ludes that "Ihe re- - asking fo relief for tho veterans upon
so pleasing to the eye
STRIKER tVAS KILLED.
lease of Tha .v how would iie danger- - different lines and no prospect of Bny and becomes
persons resist Its alluring
ous to the public peace and safety of them becoming a law. The Girand that few
Pittsburg.
Aug. 12. The first fat.i'-It- y
Although
of
the board
Army of the Republic, standing united attraction.
and cannot be permitted."
at McKces Rei'cks octhe
of
strike
Inspection
food and drug
has had the
i
has in the past years secured and question of the use of alum
u pre- curred today when Sieve Horvat w
as
IRON Al STUKL WORK
such
upon
books
statute
placed
tho
by
M.iJeir Smith, a neshot
killed
and
sevPRILs (ii;s I'ROsPKRITY pension laws as are lo force and w ill servative unclr consideration for
gro, whom Ihe strikers took for
. New York. Aug.
weeks no decision has yet been
2.t
Kngiish caole- - continue M
for suc h relief as shall eral
strike breaker. Smith drew u revo'-ve- r
given.
grains today say that A met lean iron seem to he ak
And
eeitiitable and Just.
to protect himself anil Ilorvjt
and steel manufacturer
have placed jt joes n'.t stand In the way of our
fell at the first shot.
MORE
IOK
orders for the Immediate shipment of veterans securing
i:TRV.
legislation
LM
such
Santa Fe, N. M.. Aug. 12. Manue l
hre clay bricks for the (.rccti..n of from the national congress as they
I'OR DYNAMITING lisll.
R. utero, register of the lainl offiet-heremany additional blast furnaces.
mny ny their lntluence.
Fe. N. M.. Aug. 12. Game
Santa
suppleissued
has
notice
Most
that
of these orde rs hate-- been
nts
departme
s
veral
"( am informed
placed with Scottish makers, so the jiave passed resolutions along differ- - mental plat of Sections 19. 21. 22, 21. and Fish Warden Thomas p. Gambia
Roy-a lvices state, with Instructions that
30. In township lo north, was notified today that Harlan,
t.nl int.s liru) favoring different laws 2t. 29 and
had been arrested near Hager-ma- n.
east, anil fractional townships
the material is lo be delivered in the from tnBe which have received the range'
9 and 10 north, range 4 east, are now
Chaves county, for dynamiting
1'iitted Stat. ug quickly a i''SMblw.
sanction of the Grand Army of the filed
acin his office and will be open to fish In tho lower IVceu river.
He
In Kngland these orders hre
"
entry under the land laws on ail'! was taken before Justice of the Peace
cepted as uii additional indication tha,t
( Con tin u (Ml ou Page Four.)
after the 17th day of September, 1909. J. P. Builey at Hajcrman and fined.
the Iron and steel trades are booming.
White Plains, X. T.. Aug. 12. Jus- tlce Mills
this morning dismissed"
Harry K. .Thaw's writ of habeas cor- pus aiMf" remanded him to the custody
e
state authorities .t Matteawan.
g-tndecision declares Thaw Insane,
Not one of the many contentions
made by Thaw was sustained.
In a formal opinion declaring Thaw
UUUB
juiui i.ja great stress
on the family and childhood history.
His determination that the prisoner
has not recovered his reason ls based
on the evidence of Dr.
Amos Baker, assistant superintendent
of Matteawan.
"All such authorities."
he said.
are public officers xvith no conceiv- able motive but to do their duty."
The court says he was more con- vinced by the
testimony of
the
for the state than those for
the prisoner,
and says, concerning
Evans:
"He had tho greatest difficulty in
his. present attitude with
his former oplnlort as expressed In

Aug.

12.
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ALBUQUEKQUL CITIZEN.

The Albuquerque Citizen : CLIPPINGS :
1PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY.
Uyo
Press

From

By the Citizen Publishing Company ol Albuquerque, New Atexico.

Htmwwtttfftffttw

WILLIAM. F. BROGAN

IHKJ KI.Kl'S HOOKS.
Gallup cun boast of a good many
dogs.
and Intelligent
well trained
Hut we believe the manager of the
Carbon City Beer and ice lumiUii.y
has a. dog that is fur superior l..

.

S. STR1CKLER

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

EDITOR

L:.v.:d
telligence to any of them.
beer he hus him lr;.i in lo
keep his books. If you don't belie Vt
this nsk A. K. Wltzel. Gallup Republican.

THE OFFICIAL NEWSrATEK.

March 29. 1909.
f New Mexico, Office of the Secretary.
Public notice Is hereby given that In compliance with Section of- w
leglsCouncil Substitute for House Bill No. Ill of the Thirty-eight- h
I Ol lt M..CK l!F Alt.
,
approved March 17. 1909, requiring the Secretary of
Mexico, The
Parties coming In from Mineral
Territory to designate an official newspaper of New newspaper
of
"7 Albuquerque Cltlien le hereby designated as such official
Hill report
that four large black
NATHAN JAFFA.
bears were seen In that vicinity last
(Signed,)
Hew Mexico.
w Saturday afternoon.
Secretary of New Mexico.
It seems that
8el.)
these parties were out gathering wild
berries, which grow in great abundance there, and in working back into
the mountains they ran across these
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
four bears. The berry gatherers, not
5 00 being armed. Immediately lied, und
Oae Yes by Mall, In Advance
50 as far as could be learned, did not
One MontH by Mall
0 return again to the place where the
City
by
Montto
Within
Carrier
limits....
Oae
bears were seen. Las Vegas Optic.
claim
M.,
poetofRce
as
roond
Albuquerque,
of
N.
matter at the
Entered
WORKERS MAKE tJOOH.
nder Act of Congress of March S, 1870.
The Idea that a few farmers have
their heads, that crops can be
The only Illustrated dally newspaper In New Mexico and the beat adver- in
made without working them is an abtising medium of the southwest.
surd one, and the seioner it Is eliminated the better off th's country will
THK AXitCQLUtQCK CITIZEN IS:
The farmers who went ahead last
The Iiradlng Republican Dally and Weekly Newspaper of the Southwest. be.
year and cultivated their lands, reThe advocate of Republican principles and the "square deal."
gardless of the weather, are the boy.
who this year are Inquiring about
THE AliBTWEHQrE CITIZEN ITAS:
how much premiums are offered on
Ttte Finest Equipped Job Department In New Mexico.
their products at tho fair. The farm
Tbe Latest Reports by Associated Press and Auxiliary New Service. Is r.o place for a quitter. Tucmn-cu-
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Sun.

WE GET Tins NEWS FIRST."

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

AS KANSAS.

NOT BAI

Usually In all new farming counfavor the Immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and
tries
the settlers experience terrible
separate
Republican
as
Platform.
National
In
states
Arlsona
the Union.
hardships, as In the case of Kansas
when first opened to settlers by the
government. At that time the homesteaders were fed by the government,
but this will never be the case here.
For the last three years we have been
YVcrfi
"up against It" pretty bad. However
According to a Chicago paper, a few government officials on the con- the farmer who farmed raised mmf
Pwoy Spanish-Americagressional payroll have been discovered, who really earn their money.
The sort of a crop.
Chicago paper tells the following story:
There is a general inclination to believe that the employes of the house
SO THE Pl'IMJC WILL KNOW.
The penitentiary board, which Is
and senate. In 'Washington are not worked to the point where their health
is In danger of breaking under the strain.
The general belief, well founded also a board of parole, has adopted
wise plan of publishing the names
or not, should make exception In the case of the "(Tlelul stenographers whose the
of the applicants for parole. In the
duty It is to report the debates.
These faithful workmen have set down past, there has been much criticism
and turned into copy for the printers 9,776,000 words since the discussion of paroles and pardons granted, even
these were granted only after
of the Payne tariff bill began.
'iifmt f though
and
most searching investigation
The work of the debate reporters is one that allows no lagging of mind aupon
the recommendation of trial
They must take every speech with all Its ramblings and interjec- Judge, district attorney and convictor hand.
The task of the official stenographer ing Jury. To avoid any just ground
tions and with all Its interruptions.
Is the most trying one that the government sets, and, moreover, the law- for criticisms in the future, tho list
public
will be made
of applicants
makers appreciate the fact. The pay is good, and It Is every cent earned.
from time to time, so that those who
When a new congress meeets th stenographer's first duty Is t.j learn tho may object to a parole or pardon may
in good time
new faces and the new names.
He cannot do it in a minute, and It is pos- voice their objection
sible If the new members could read the notes of the first two or three days' and prevent action that Is not justified. Sunta Fe New Mexican.
proceedlngsthey might not be ovcrfiattered.
An old member is, speaking,
wM suddenly a newcomer,- feeling the yeast of his importance', working
TO DIVIDE GRANT.
The stenographer dues not
within him, springs to his feet to Interrupt.
The several hundred heirs to ihc
know him, but he makes his note of certain identification, which very likely Chililli grant, located about six mil' s
nay run like this:
Morlarty, have Instisouthwest of
"Southeast corner; tall guy; red whisker, squeaky voice, and a sejuint." tuted partition proceedings for the
Later Identification is easy, and the Interrupter appears in the Itecord in all partition of the property among
the proper dignity of rank and station.
heirs. The grant covers 450
They keep their wits and square miles nnd Is well watered and
The official reporters earn their money.
g
their nerves through a wit and a
There may be timbered, containing land under irriordeal.
some loafer? n Washington, but the debate reporters have no fellowship gation. The grantees were originally
with them.
thirty In number and the descendants
b
now number several hundred.
The
grant was made In 1844, was inIn
1852,
and confirmed in
creased
1866. The partition of the grant will
result In many of the small holdings
There has been created in Massachusetts a homestead commission being placed on the market and sol 1.
Morlarty Messenger.
whose work will be to secure tracts of land in the country where iome
"Back
s
r!M
of the dwellers in poverty In the city may be placed on farms.
inIs
offered an
Here
IJKE THEIR BEER.
to the land" Is a cry familiar among sociologists.
The difficulty which tlie Santa Fc
teresting opportunity to learn how many are willing to turn to rural life,
Is having to secure new men
with an abundance of both work and food, and away from the urban officials
tor the Topeka shops and other large
A similar experiment In Holland has proved unstruggle for existence.
of the road, Is due largely to
satisfactory, chiefly because the Intended beneficiaries would not work. plants conditions,
Is the statement ol
and land are local
There has been better success in Australia, where houses
official.
one
The Santa Fe
Fe
Santa
system
A
persons.
impoverished
to
turned over, under certain conditions,
would employ 1000 additional nv. n in
of rural colonies In France during tho past twenty years has s&own good Jlhe shop, If good workmen in the
results, perhaps because of some care in the selection of the settlers. Sim- various trades could be secured.
ilar work by the Salvation Army in this country, while not of long standing,
Recently un effort was made to se
The United cure a large force of German workhas results that are considered to warrant its continuance.
Imsending
by
good
JewlBh Charities In New York is accomplishing much
who would
men from Philadelphia,
migrants to the south and west, thus relieving to some extent the congestion have made a valuable! addition t the
shop force as well as being thrifty
on the east side.
citizens. But when
2V Jteema e'.mple enough to say that persons who starve In cities ought und Industrious learned
that Kansas
while these Germans
to go to the country, where they will be next to the source of wealth,proposiand Topeka had a lid which
But this
their bodies are strengthened by healthful surroundings.
tightness,
There are people who hate the country, closed with toimpenetrable
tion does not hold In practice.
come. They were a
Ancestral habit does not hold. they refused
and others who are unfitted for Its life.
squalor class of thrifty and honest men. But
The Irish imtnlgrift. of rural traditions, associates discomfort and
wanted a place
To the Celtic nature the city seems a fairyland being Germuns they
with the field and farm.
where they could get their beer ocMoreover, the city spells polities, dear to the Irish casionally.
of golden opportunity.
They are not drunk:. ids
L'pon the other hand, descendants of agricultural nations make
heart.
to in any sense of the word. But from
natural farmers Scandinavians and Germans know as by Instinrt howcare
early Infancy they have been bromjht
It may be doubted whether
take care of themselves In the country.
drink, and were
up on the malted
and Instruction can make successful the assisted rural colonization of those loathe to
leave Philadelphia for a
who live fen the lower and harder life of the city.
drought
a perpetual
pluce where
inevitable. San Bernard. no
seems
Kansas has made It unlawful for a passenger aboard a train in that Index.
Anil If there is one state in the
state to imbibe uny spirituous liquor.
union where a man needs to be braced up while passing through, It is
V7e

3fiese ReaCfy

n.

nerve-rackin-

Mi.minM.

Creating

iiph

was sick.

He went with the messen-

ger and when they reached the edge

Some
Baseball is said to be growing in popularity throughout Europe.
of those kings over there will never know what real sorrow is until they
get a baseball team that goes out and snatches the b"oby prize every season.

drink, the "Jackson cocktail," is made of hard cidir
Pink el. phants and Alice blue alligators probably are
mollycoddles compared with the thinss that mixture conjures up.

The lutest Kan.-aand Jamaica ginger.

s

prohibition.
to try constitutional
apparently.
Alabama
Whet hi r that vaibty is any m re prohibitive, however, is a very open question wide open, it may be said.
int. nds,

The Lincoln c nt Is pronouno
perhaps that
of ten.
he recalled.

critics out

d
is

beautiful and extremely artistic by nine
the reason for the rumor that it may

It is
"Why do men admire widows?" inquires a Dallas (Texas) girl.
not probable that the men know txaetly; but the widows could tefl, if they
would.
If the
Paderewskl has bee n made un I'fi 'ci r of the I.i gion of Honor.
lived In Kentucky, thi. would entitle him to be called coloin 1.
Oyster Bay had one advantage ow r Beverly.

It was
Mass . however.
of last summer.

not a presldentless president's town the greater part

Well,
The government needs one dollar bills." says the Toledo Blade.
the government has nothing on the rest of us in respect of tbat.
One thing that makes the Wright brothers so popular is, while thy
admit they have wings, they decline to lay claim to halns.
The report that Senator Aldrlch will now take a little plcuure trip
through Iowa and Indiana is. perhaps, greatly exaggerated.
December will bring back both congress and Santa Claut.
Cheer up!
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L'urnham entered tha lodge.
and by a
stench that nearly overcame him. On
ihe ground lay a young buck senflcltMS
rind round and about dancing and
chanting was moving the most hideous looking creature that Burnham
had ever seen.
The dancer was old Blue Dog, the
Ki'itva medicine man. In addition to
burning some
in
inK hi was
inn which ton. 'ei worse than asa-.- ..
Iiila. Thus with sung and stench
drive the
Hue Dog wan trying t
devil of illness out of the prostrate
warrior.
Burnham took a look at
the buck on the ground and saw that
he was suffering from epilepsy. H
opened his medicine case and began
to take out some vials. Blue Dog uttered a yell at the sight and three
bucks entered anil told the doctor In
Kiowa Knglish that he could not try
his medicine until Blue Dog got
through.
Blue Dog finished hla incantation in about ten minutes and
lay down exhausted from the dance.
The patient was still motionless. Then
Burnham went at him. Inside of flvo
minutes he had the sick buck on his
feet and with the stimulation of th-brandy, that had been given liberally
the Kiowa acted os thousa he had
never known an hour's Illness In hie
Hp whs met by growls

Blue Dog looked astonished, but he
told his fellows that it was his own
medicine that had brought the war
rior back to Ufa and that It simply
had been a little slow In its acting.
Three weeks later Ir. Burnham was
routed out of bed at midnight by a
pounding on the window frame of his
shack. He went to the door and
lound old Blue Dog outelde. Blue
Dog spoke English fairly well. "Pap- poose sick," he said, "come; same te
pee; don't let Indians know or they
kill
found Blue
me." Burnham
Dog's child buffering from fever. iK-for a
attended her surreptitiously
week and finally the child recovered.
On the night of the day that the little
one was pronounced well Burnham
found a Navajo blanket at his door.
1 was a beauty and he knew whence
it came.
That was the summer that the Ki- owafl and the Comanches went out
Hid raided Kansas, Nebraska und the
Indian territory. It was the worst
ol the years for the settlers and the
troops Known In frontier warfare. Dr.
Burnham's wife was on the way from
the east to Join her husband on tho
The stage which was to
frontier.
bring her overland from the nearest
railroad station had not arrived. The
were sent out from the post,
found the stage, with the driver
and four men passengers dead' and
scalped. There was no traea ef M.'s.
troops met and
. The
Burnham.
thrashed the Kiowas and Comanches
In a dozen engagements and something like peace wa won. Burnham,
crushed mentally and physically, was
at the cantonment. One morning
old Blue Dog, with his wives and children, showed up at the site of the old
Kiowa encampment.
There he pitched his tepee. lie
went to Burnham's headquarters and
ufked the doctor to come to his lodge.
"Your medicine is strong," said Blue
Dog; "mine in stronger.
I show it. '
Burnham went along with the medicine man .not realizing what the old
fi How was driving at. They reached
the tepee, which was a double affair,
divided by a curtain of skins. Blue
Dog squatted on the ground, burned
incense and chanted in a low tone. Finely he let out a terrific shriek and
turning to Burnham he said: "Kiowa
medicine man make dead alive." Blue
Dog raised the curtain, and behlnJ
it was Mrs. .Burnham, alive and well,
ami surrounded by the old medicine
man's wives. Blue Dog had used the
fear of his office u medicine man
with his tribe to save the woman at
the time of the assault on the stage.
Denver Field and Farm.
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HATS TOR HORSES.
Experiments made by Baron Hci.i
d'Anchald, a French scientist, have
resulted in proving that the
practice of affixing straw hai
tc tiie heads of horses for the purpose of protecting them from the
hun'a heat not only fails to accomplish iis purpose, but actually uggra- i.Us tho guttering of the animals.
The experiments were ntade when
of the atmosphere
the temperature
v. as 79 degrees in the shade.
Bat
horses standing in the sun
were found to have a temperature of
86 under their forelock. When straw-hatwere put o nthem their temperature under the forelocks rose to I'll.
A horse moving In the sun had .
temperature of x3. Under a straw
Pat the temperature rose to 111, anl
!
under cloth to 100.
The explanation Is that the covering
I re vents the free movement of air anl
s rves to accumulate heat.
The head covering for horc3
iouH be discarded, therefore, and
It lii f should be given by frequent
i ponging of the head.
Medicine
Incidentally, the result of these
nt.s teaches, logically, that human beings, too, would be better off
About five years after the close of iiatlei-- on hot days. Albany Journal.
the Civil war Dr. Ralph Burnham enHair prc.-t- r una ciilroHkllst.
tered the government tervlce at, a
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opphysician under a temporary contraet
and next door to
hi r.i n gem cut. He was sent to u eaa-t- i posite the Alvarado prepared
Is
to give
'cafe,
Sturges
country
edge
of
on
the
the
i.ment
do hair
treatment,
Lhorough
scalp
h re the Kiowas
Comanches
and
and
were going on the wir-luth- . dresing, treat corns, bunions
i lodlcnllv
massage
gives
nails.
Ingrown
She
peace,
temporary
was
There
Mrs
manicuring,
and
however, and not far from the quar-- t tieatmeni oven
of com
preparation
Bambini's
entroops
was
a
Kiowa
of
rs
tile
up the skin and
campment, the chiefs having brought plexlon cream builds
improves the complexion, and :i
a large party of their warriors In t
not to be Injurious. 3h
talk peace und Incidentally to gel guaranteed
prepares
also
hair tonic and cures
had
provisions.
('i me
Dr. Burnham
prevents
and hair falldandruff
nd
seer,
not
he
had
an Indian but
never
ing
out,
dead hair, reto
life
restorei
a
post
an
before
n
hour
at the
li
superfluout
moves
warts
mob,
asd
surI
the
r. sneaked in and asked for
blemish of the f"
geon.
The regular army doctor was hair. For any Mrs.
Bambini.
call and consult
away and the Kiowa buck was
in d to Burnham.
lilhiirsN.
The
Clinic
of
The Indian had come into the camp
Id'.enes-- menrs trouble for any one.
want
not
urder cover because ho did
It's the F2 me with a lazy liver. It
bis fellow braves to know that be wuj causes constipation, headache, Jaunserd
enough to seek the
dice, sallow eo'.iplexieiu, pimples and
vices ef a paleface doctor, for the Kiblotches. los of appetite, nausea, but
own
owas believed Implicitly in their
Dr. King's New L:fe Pills soon banone,
medicine men, and especially in
ish liver tnniUis and build up your
villainous-lookin- g
an ugly,
health, 2jo at ail druggists.
chap known as Blue Dog. Dr.
a
We DAKN your wicks. 1II'DB.
Burnham was told in signs and in
few Kngllsh words that a Kiowa buck I.AIXD11V COMPANY.
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The annual crop of "Missouri
Is valued nt $450,000
wholesale Invoice.
The urtlcle Is a
cob pipe made by steam and a more
or less complicated machinery.
The
finished pipe and stem are saturated
an
glue
abominable
with
that takes
from the nicotine of the tobacco half
more
or
of its Indescribable enchantment.
Your real cob pipe, such as General Simon Bolivar Buckner enjoys,
lends a charm, a magic, to the man
who smokes that no Havana cigar
ever Imparted.
It Is conducive of
reverie and pleasing thoughts. It Is e
the real pipe of peace. The cob must
not be steamed
before the pipe Is
fashioned, but seasoned by the Influence of a late autumn and early winter atmosphere.
Imagine in the Kentucky Pennyrlle
of " 'tis sixty years since" an old colored slave shellng corn for "a turn o'
meal." He sets aside some dozen of
the cobs that suit his fancy. These
he makes Into pipes with deft and
cunning hand, with sharp knife he
to scrape
"basquet
had employed
splits."
When "stripping" tobacco
his master had allowed him to cnoose
twenty-flv- e
or thirty poands of the
pick of the crop. This was left in
bulk the entire winter, and when In
early June It went Into "sweat" it
was sprayed with old peach brandy.
In which new honey was dissolved.
Then it was twisted and laid away
In an old. dry oak "chlst" till fall.
Archie, the old servitor, who. If he
had ever quoted de Quincey's "O,
Abner, I fear God and nothing else,"
would have qualified It thus, "except
ihy wife, Car'llne."
Car'llne was the
rook, nnd ruled Archie as their master never did. Along In the late October, Archie would sit down to a
supper
cabbage,
or
of
black-eyr- d
pea, his appetite whetted
by a generous
hog driver of plain
whisky his master had rewarded him
with, and he would tat and eat and
i at
cornbread, sweeet 'fairs, and okr.i. and drink and drink
fresh, cool buttermilk.
After that he would load his corncob pipe with the tobacco he had
stored away, and smoke and smoke.
If it was good 'possum weather, he
summoned every boy on the place,
white and black, and went with dog
into the swamp, where he rarely
failed of his mission. Otherwise, he
told the chaps tales like I'ncle Reman
was delivered of. That was luxury;
Washington Post.
It was happiness.

l

life.

well-inea-
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The Real Corncob Pipe

of the reds' encampment the Klo.va
jointed out a tepee nnd then dlsap-pinrr-
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Capital and Surplus, $100,000
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WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED
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THE

of COMMERCE
BANK
OF
4XJ3UQUXRQUE. N. M.
Extends to Depositors Every Proper AccommodaHo
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAIi. $150,000
orrtcKRs and

DirtmoTonw

SOLOMON LUNA, President
W S. STRICKLER, Vice President and Cashle
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C Baldridge,
A. M. Elackwe U
U. E. Cromwell.
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Oreat Britain Has
No Prire Fighters
"I won't attempt a defense of public prizefighting.
It is, from certain
points of view. Indefensible, like war,

early marriage and rapid eating. It
Is a deplorable manifestation of the
Instincts that haven't been civilized
out of us. Iaws and fashions put It
down, but it appears again. It is apt
to go on as long as the blood of Irish
or English ancestors flows In our
And even the
softer
veins.
race
the Jews and the Italians
have their champions.
"The northern Jews have historical
proof of their valor and finesse In the
ring, but In recent years the Jews
from southwestern Europe, who ars
popularly supposed to settle the;r
personal differences bp puffing eacTt
other') hair and weeping, have produced many clever boxers. But who
would expect Italy to take a hand 1)1
I have
thifl great northern game?
been there twenty times and I never
once saw a blow struck with the fist.
Yet there are some very competent
Italian fighters. It is hardly possible
to go to an entertainment at the
'club' without seeing a "wop," as he 's
called by the votaries of the game,
matched against a bruiser from the
native land of John L Sullivan. The
other day an Italian disguised ai
Kelly was beaten by a' Slav called
previously been
Papke, who had
beaten by a Pole named Ketchel. So
universal is the taste and aptitude
for fighting. Even the Germans have
their champions not great thus f;ir,
but exhibiting the tine national traits
of stubborn courage and ability to
t.ike punishment. And they gi t plen
ty of it. All nationalities are repre
sented in pugilism in this country ex
cept tne English. In fact, tlte English are not very well represented at
home, which seems strange eonsider-in- g
for the
the ancient authority
sport among them and the deep interest they show In pugilism. Hut
every now and then there comes u
barren space in every art. It is a
lnng time since England produced a
Tom Cribb, but it Is :i long since she
Homney." America!
produced
a

First Hational
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE,' N. M.

Depository!

$250,000

your Selection
OF

A

GOOD BANK

Is import.v t not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
The right bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
This bank has a successful record of safe, conservative banking from the day of its organization.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

....

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS

OLD RELIABLE"

9ZOO.OCO

ESTABLISHED ISIS.

L. B. PUTNEY
THE

WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest

and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Orwufci
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
CENTRAL AVENUE

ALBUQUERTJB

JK.

-

Magazine.

Tri-week- ly

JIMSOX JTICK.
The chemist who will extract the
bleaching principle from the common
jims'n weed and place it within
Ceach of family and laundry use has
a fortune in store. It Is a well known
fact that there is no bettor way of
bleaching the family linen during
washing than by putting u few leaves
of Jimson Into the boiler, but there Is
an objection to this praetice, as a
very unpleasant odor is the result.
Ibis can be removed, however, by
placing the clothes in cold water and
boding them, or by rept nled rinsing,
tint nil this is troublesome, and there-lor- e
many who know the value of the
leaves do not use tin m. Eternal
I'i ogress.
Washington's

Capital ana
Surplus

United States

Plague

Spots,

lie in the low, marshy bottoms of the

l'otoniac. the breeding ground of malaria germs. These germs cause
chills, fever and ague, biliousness.
weakness and
Jaundice, lassitude,
general debility and bring suffering
or death to thousands yearly. But
Electric Hitters never fall to destroy
troubles.
them and cure malaria
"They are the best
tonic
and cure for malaria I ever used,"
writes II. M. James, of Louellen, 8.
C. They cure stomach, liver, kidney
and blood troubles and will prevent
typhoid. Try them, HOc. Guaranteed
by all druggists.

IL7

1L.

xcursions
Tuesdays

Thursdays

Saturdays
Round Trip Rates
- - $35.00
Los Angeles
- 35.00
San Diego
35.00
Redondo Beach
37.25
Catalina Island - 45.00
San Francisco 35.00
Santa Barbara - Tickets limited to November 30, 1909
Glad to answer questions

WM. BALFOUR, Agent.

Citizen Want Ads for Results
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OCTOBER U, 12, 13, 14, i5 AND 16, 1909, ARE THE DATES FOR THE GREAT
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This Will be the Greatest Exposition Ever Held in the Southwest
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STREET SHOWS
Every Evening
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By Famous Bands
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Carnival
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Ample Hotel and Restausant Accommodations will be provided, and the Secretary will g'adly make reservations for
thoe who request him to do so.
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A REAL

AIRSHIP

Sailing over mountains and valleys, is one of i
the attractions ttyat will positively be seen.
This is the first time ...
in thf
...w hict
VIf VIII d
of
section
the country that this wonderful I
i
nas ever been witnessed. Don't TX
bpecxacie
fail to see the coming mode of travel, the J
t
crownine- success nf thf aap
i

I
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Marathon Race

Horse Racing

Never before has a real mar athon race
been run in the Southwest. This is one

The cream of the turf will take part in
the greatest horse races ever pulled off in
the West.

the features that ancient Rome considered "king" of all sports; it thrilled all the
world during the late Olympian sports in
England. The best runners in the country will take part. Don't fail to witness
the greatest endurance that man is capaof

4

n
it

ble of.

t

$6,500
have been offered in prizes which insures
the finest thoroughbreds being entered
that are now racing in this country.

For FuU Information and Entry Blanks Address the Secretary.

President

3
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Base Ball

W. G. TIGHT,

::

WVVSI

Bra

$1,500 in prizes have been offered for
the greatest of American sport. The amateur championship of the Southwest will
be decided at Albuquerque's excellent
base ball park, participated in by the best
teams in New Mexico, Arizona. Southern
Colorado, and El Paso, Texas. ' This is an
event tliat annually stuns the veracity of
all fandom, and the interest is at fever
heat.

8

JOHN B. IWcMAMUS, Secretary
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TIIVHSDAY, AIGVST

the service ciieuunltn
firvsning the projects how'under-take- n
an against the clamor .for
the fumta to new fields', In
hi, respect tie service has suffered
LARGER QUARTERS
;u not carrying 10 coin pic'lio-a- ie
t'umber of projects than it la now
engaged. In constructing.
"I cannot conceive
of anything
FOR ITS WORK
hlch will contribute more to tna
permanent wealth and prosperity of
the reclamation states and territories
(than the continued construction on
Directors See tilt
iroa'eet scale possible of irrlgt-- '
:'.on works.
Will Try to Secure y,-Where- Government Falls.
!
"Y.ie danger which the government
Room W;;h u:
Is undertaking
to overcome is the
establishment
of small Irrigation
Delay.
projects in localities where by such
establishment the larger opportunities
are destroyed, thus preventing enorSo much interest has been taken mous area of lands from ever
j
In the organization of a branch of the
the use of water. For lack
Young Women's Christian association of funds the government Is at pres- will receive
matinee on Wednesday
in Albuquerque, resulting in a large ent often required to surrender posin
water . appropriations,
membc-rehland necessity for accom jslbilitles
ticket will be
souvenir, and every matinee
modating them, that the board of di- which means an enormous loss in
development of irrigation works,
rectors has taken up the subject of
given for two special prizes on Wednesday
larger quarters.
This was discussed and I fear this ie not fully appreciatat a meeting of the board yesterday ed. It is for this reason that at times
are disposed lo
Afternoon.
afternoon but action was deferred for private enterprises government
is Ocontend that the
the present.
greater possibilities for larThe board elected the following of- bstructing
I may
ficers to serve during the year: Dr ger areas of Irrigable land.
infrequently
what
mention
here
has
Margaret Cartwrlght, president; Mrs.
curred to me ae a sodree of advantage
W. J. Marsh, vice president; Mrs. For-leAll Seats 10c
Matinee Every Day
govCartwright, recording secretary; both to the states and" the federal
Mrs. W. E. Bryson, corresponding sec- ernment, and that is the securins
from the various stales of uniform
retary; Mr. R. H. Collier, treasurer. legislation
Evenings 7:15, 8:15, 9:15
In the matter of appropriaPresident Cartwright then appointbeneflcia1
ed the following ohalrmen of com- tion of the water and Its
also legislation looking to the
mittees: Mrs. W. D. Sterling, house use and and
conservation of all availcommittee; Mrs. E. A. Field, constitu- control
pwers.
tion; Mrs. Forrest Cartwright, nomi able water
"This congress could accomplish no
nating; Mrs. John Gass, finance; Mrs.
greater work beyond the stimulation
John Strumquist, membership. Mrs. of
interest in the development of irriCarrie M. Brott was also chosen
gation than to secure uniform water
general secretary.
It was decided to hold regular regulations in the states and also unimeetings the third Monday of eaeh form legislation affecting intersta'.e
waters.
month.
"Ours is a nation of busy people, a
A discussion of the work of the asand possisociation brought on a discussion o'. nation of great resources
the need of larger quarters. The asso bilities and most favorablyIts situated
wealth
trade and commerce.
ciation is now quartered at 508 West for
W. B. MOORE, Mgr.
.s greater than that of any single
Silver avenue, but the quarters there country,
even of France and Germany
will not be large enough to accommoand this wealth is Increasdate all the departments
that the combined,
ing at a fabulous rate. Much of it
proposes
instiboard
te
of
directors
to
The Best
tute. It is desired to have all the has been accumulated by the sacrificeis
work carried on in one building and and waste of nature's sifts and it th?
that
Motion Pictures
the board will consideV securing a a fortuitous circumstance
country has been brought to underplace where this can be done.
The work of the association is di- stand the importance of utilizing and
vided intoifour general divisions: Re- saving our national wealth andto matComic Pictures at all Shows
conligious, social, business and educa- ing it possible for the nation generaprosper
to
the
and
tinue
for
tional. Under the business head
You Want to Grow
comes the maintenance of a luneii tions that are to come to have some
room and an employment bureau. share of that, especially since no eleHenry C. Voss, Songs.
of the natlotiV wealth is greater
To Be a Strong Man, Under the educational head come? ment
than that contained in the soil. For
Julian J. Sreyskal, Violinist.
in domestic science, physInstruction
Well,
od,
you?
g
eat
dont
nourishine; ical culture, needlework, etc. Under
Miss Jennie Craig, Pianist.
bread and thrive on it. You will al- the religious work classes i:i 1I Lie
ways find delioiovs. who t some bread study will be maintained. Wholesome
that the children will prefer 10 any- entertainments will be conducted
Two Shows, 8:15 and 0:15.
thing else tor a luncheon or at meal from time to time and the social
feature will be carefully conducted.
time at BALLING S
The organizers of the association
are elated at the reception their efforts have met. They have received
I'lOXEEIl flAKERY.
th.e
and are receiving the support-obest people of the city, In the way of
207 South First Street.
donations and moral support and feel
that the branch Jn this city janl-promising future and will be able to
IVI
accomplish much good,
Acuity .which

Y. W. C. A. HERE NEEDS

AMUSEMENTS

jMfiFFRIES HAS GONE TO CARLSBAD; HOORAY! HOORAY!
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Every Lady Attending
Next
a
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a
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at 2:45;

st

COLOMBO

THEATRE?
Up-to-Da-

I

e'er will be entered by the board

i

ADMISSION lOo

MINNEAPOLIS

Rooming House

Xi Sontb Second

ill oaw Iron beds. Rooms for
?usekeeplng.
Single room, II. II
week. No Invalids received.

WATER

ar

high-powere- d

IMPORTANT' . TOPIC

B. H. Briggs & Co.

DRUGGISTS

GORXOlt PARDEE
took an active part In condemning Secretary ; Bellinger.
this reason, If for no other, the work
of reclamation of the arid and
lands of the west Is worthy of
first importance In the development
of the nation's resource's.
Every acre
of irrigable land will be needed in ihe
nation's economy.
"In a century we- have passed from
a purely agricultural country to en
industrial and commercial
count v,
but we iiave not outgrown the necessity foi- ' agriculture-.Oregon's New Law.
John H. Lewis, engineer for the
state of Oregon, described the code
of water law enacted by the last legislature. In part he said:
I
"Oregon has recently adopted a
sche me of public control for water re- sources. This syste m in in advance of
rt.ier states in that rights to use 'f
wute-- r
for power development are limited toa period eif forty years, subject
to renewal under laws then existing.
Compensation to the public is also
AVho

ALVARADO

PHARMACY

(Continued From Face One.)

Ccrnsr 6o!d Ave. and 1st St.

HIGHLAND

Mrs. R. B. Patten

PHARMACY

It encouragement. This
particularly true In reference to
irrigation under the Carey act in the
various states.

Pure Ice Cream I
For the season of lilt 'oar
Seilclout cream is mora pop-a'.tkao ever. All orders,
large or small, In or out of tke
uy. promptly cared for, sad
deiivsry la good
oadlt!oa,

itiK

The Matthew
c
i
r
oDDDiY

hort min ran trsrsl
if he make
his feet co faeter.
Likewise.
hrt locals
scattered on different pages
will often do the work of a
display ad. and their cost ti
Is a mere trifle.
We have many advirtls-er- s
who use them dally.
A

Dairy

&

turananv

17M No. Fourth

st

:

.

Tin

Cu:i

Hundreds

5c

of other

bargains.

CASH BUYERS UNION
Win. lxdilo, Prop.
122. 2nl

1HE CITIZEN

ti

busy, send
If yoo are
for ur ad man.

mvH

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

Seared With a Hot Iron,
or scalded by overturned kettle cut
with a knife bruised by slammed
ll Kinds of Frexli and
Salt Meat
loor injured by gun or in any other
Steam Sausage Factory.
1"
way the thing needed at once
Buckle n's Arnica Salve to subdue InEM Hi KLE1NWOHT
flammation and kill the pain. It's Msse.iilc Puilellnu,
Xonli Third Street
earth's supreme heaier. infallible for
liolls, ulcers, fever sores, eczema and
CoiiKtijjatiein iaiisc-headache, nautlles. 16c at all druggists.
sea, elizziness, languor, heart pa!pi;a-tiejn- .
rilcki-nDon't let the baby suffe r from
Prustic physics
sores or any itching ot the wi'iekeu the bowels and don't cure.
ekin. Doan's Ointment give instar t Doan's
act gently and cure
your
relief, cures quickly. Perfectly saf't constipation.
25 cents.
Ask
All druggists sell it.
druggist.
for children
Tlie rapid increuM; in our uusluest
Wo sew on buttons,
Ilubb Laun- fa due to good work and fair treatment of our patrons. Ilubha Laundry dry Couiiinny.
a,

d

"

slde-rabl-

i
.

-

$1.21." up
Men's Shoes
Ludies' Oxfords
$1.2.1 up
Carpet Slippers .
. .35c
. .50c
Men's 75e Shirts
Men's J1.50 Straw Hats.. $1.03
Men's $1.50 Pantaloons. . $1.00
Men's $2.:U Pantaloons. .. $2.00
Kale of Tin ami Knuniel Ware.
2

act is to undertake the irrigation of
arid and semi-arihmds where a con- portion thereof belongs to
the public domain and by the instal-- 1
lation of storage and diversion of
available waters to Irrigate the lar- gest possible area within a given ter- ritory at the least cost to the entry-me- n
and land owners for construction,
and operation, always
maintenance
keeping in view the matter of settlement of these lands and rendering
them capable of supporting the greatThe law Is
est number of famines.
a beneficent one.
It differs, howevs:',
from the simple homestead law !n
that It holds out Inducements only t ' !I provide 1.
"The ultimate e.bject of the new
men of sufficient industry and copaca proper division of
t.)
u ':. w
It y to carry tne auaea Duroens
construction, maintenance and oper- streams among those entitled to their
ation, which is the cost of the lands. use. It is not supported by any conWhile it is possible that persons of stitutional provision, but rests entirelimited means may successfully enter ly upon the polie'y heilde r of the state.
"Its enforceme iu devolves upon the
and acquire irrigated lands, It w:ll
generally be found that it is not a mate engineer and the division supe
nde-n- t
of ach of the' two divisions
poor man's proposition, unless couinto which the slate lias been
pled with Intelligent industry in agriculture.
"This law is divided into (1) deter"Anyone who has visited one or
granting
more of the reclamation projects no v mination of ear y rights,
in opi'railoii and se'es on the erne hand if new rights. (31 protection of ail
covered with sage bru-tis'its wlon determined.
the
' The' state' enniin ur and two supe'r- and on the oth r
and barre nne-shund the wate r flowing over the fer !nte tide nts as a tmarel have the' powe r
crops of to ele't. rmine all rinhts on a given
tilesoil, producing
grain er orchards of fruit, appreciates stream upon the' ;tpplicatien 'of any
This determlnatlein ts
t. the fullest extent the benefits of water user.
v.ft el upon the surve ys and te'stimeiny
it rigation.
Th"
'The' people of the west, therefore, take n by the superintendent.
who are familiar with these wonder- 'claims after notice's are submitted for
water
ful results In Irrigation are hlgh'y the inspection of all inter.-s-tcf us1 r and conte-stpermitted.
of the importance
arpre-clatlv"I'poivthc vide nce collected an or- reclamation se rvice, but the great dif- e

e

sane balloon.
a reasonably
reLondon auction knockdowns
cently ran from 60 guineas to 290 anel
the
340 guineas,
ami so on, and
highest price, 875 guineas ($4,500),
was not for a wild but for a garden
crispum
hybrid, un Odonloglossum
W. Thompson of
"Roger Sander."
Walton Grange, Staffordshire, realized
from 60 to 360 guineas (or from $314
to $1,S80 each) for bulbs of "duplicate's" in his collection. Last year a
garden hybrid Cypripedium went for
the equivalent of $5,500 and a Bruse
sels buyer paid $4,360 for a wild
crispum. Count Apponyl ol
Budapest, paid $5,000 to Venezuelan
for one of a species so gigantic that
oxen were required to convey it and
the. section of tree to which it was
attached. Because a Cattleeya hail a
viole t blue corolla instead of the violet rose corolla of its species, its price
leaped $230. For the l'ittianum of
a small
the H. T. Pitt collection,
plant, the high bid was $9,000. Mr.
Pitt himself paid $6,500 for the ce leCris
brated Imported Persimmon
pum. rnis nau Deen Deiugni in eip.'n
market, before flowering, for 36 ce nts.
It is the plant that has demonstrated
bloom that costs dear.
how it can
Crispum "Frederic
For the spotted
Sander,'' Mr. Pitt. after seeing the
paid 2.000 guineas nearly
bloom,
Franklin Clarkin. in Every$10,500.
body's.
Cook-sonla-

-

,

Phone 411.

August Sale Specials

(att.as a giant

in tha

Is

Your Prescription!

Iiar.Lte.i.

Investment of nrlvate rnnltal

rather to lend

Lady Assistant

Occidental Building

Bring U

g

SOMK ORCHID VALVES.
If you had quite an ordinary orchid
collection you could take up one of
the better bulbs that had flowered
prettily and go out and buy with the
pcachblow
pi 'iceee ds of its sale a
vase, a
touring car, or

Strong Brothers

St, Corner Iron.

set-lin-

forth the location anil extent of
each rlg.it. This order becomes effective at once and can be enforced
by the appointment of a water master. It is later filed with the circuit
court for confit mution. If no exceptions are taken within thirty duyn a
degree must be entered and a water
right certificate is then issued by the
board to each claimant based upon
engineer
decree. The state
has
power to limit the amount
of
water asked for and to fix the time
comIn which the works must be
pleted. A permit 'can be denied
where a proposed use is a menace? to
the safety and welfare of the public
"When all rights on any etreu:a
have been determined, a water mast-.-will be appointed who can be called
out during times of scarcity to protect am- water user."

j

NEVIUS

COMMANDER

heifers, $2.25
feeders, $3.00(8
4.00;
calves,
steers. $4.00Jz
$2.50

REVIEWS RECORD

4.50.

7.00;
stockers and
5.25;
bulls, $3,001(5)
$3.50 (ti 7.00;
western
6.15;
western cows,

Hogs Receipts 5,000;
5c to 10c
higher; bulk of sale-$7.45t7.65;
heavy,
$7.60 fi 7.70;
packers
and
butchers, $7.50 ffi 7.70; light, $7.30
,

OF G

J.

R.

7.60; pigs, $5.75

7.25.

Sheep Receipts
3.000;
steady;
muttons, $4.00(fr5.25; lambs, $6.00(11
range wethers,
7.75;
$3.75 fg 5.25 ;
range ew es, $3.25 r 5.00.

(Continued from Page One.)
Republic.
The resolutions will go
into the hands of the pension committee and after their report will receive the consideration of this encampment. 1 invite your careful consideration of the subject matter of
these resolutions.
Half Million Pensioners.
"The number of survivors of the
Civil war at the close of the fiscal
year as fiiown by the report of the
onimis.iioucr of pensions was 620, 9S5.
The number of survivors on the pen-sierolls May 31, 1909. was. 596.411.
The amount appointed for pensions
aa iw.1y"u1uww.
elUlll.g cue? Jtiir
"The amount appropriated and
spent during the year ending June 30,
190S, in the national and state homes
for the support of old and needy solMy attention
diers was S 1.187.361.
has been called two or three times
to
n from inmates of soldiers'
lionie.s. anonymous letters complaining of 111 treatment and Irregularities in the heimcs. All of these matters linve: been carefuNy investigated
and thes complaints found to be without i ounelation."
Itnilrouds Xot Patriotic.
The speaker told difficulties encounrate of
tered in securing a round tripencampone fart lo the Salt Lake
ment, saying:
"All roads west of Chicago have
given us a rate of one fare for the
round trip, and cast of Chicago have
stubbornly refused to do better than
fare to
a rate of one and one-ha- lf
Chicago and SI. Louis. This is mt as
good a late as these associations are
the
giving to summer tourists for canexposition, but we
Yukon-Seattl- e
r
not avail oursclveJs of the summe
tourist rate unless we purchase tickets through to Seattle.
tnat
"You will observe, comrades,
zealously
I have labored earnestly and
In
with the great railroad corporations of
,the interest eif the Grand Army
a reasonable rate to
the Republic for encampment,
for th'
an.l from our
the
men who from '61 to '65 bore
union-- one
the
saved
and
battle
of
brunt
the
and indivisible and that which
great railreiad corporations
have no
girdle it with their tracks
.... . mil.i nO
patrienisni
of
feelins
concessions to tile comrades e.f the
Gramf Army of the It. public,"
e

m

Grain and Provisions.
Chicago, Aug. 12. Wheat
,

97c;

De-c-

Corn

534c.

94 ?i

Sept.,

3
13

Vanilla, Lemon or Orange.

.

64

He;

Dec,

53

Oats Sept. and Dec. 37c.
Peirk Sept., .$20.45: Jan., $1.80. .
Lard Sept., $11.32
Oct., $11.25.
Ribs Sept., $11.00; Oct., $10.79.

';

Chicago
Chicago, Aug. 12. Cattle Receipts
2.500; steady to strong; beeves. $4.35
i(!7.50;
Texas i:teers, $4.00 05.50;
western steers, $ 4.00 i 6.00; stoeker
and feeders, $3.10 5.15; cows ani
heifers, $2.25U 6.00; calves, $5.50p'
Live-stoc-

8.25.

Hogs Receipts 14,000; lOe higher;
light, $7.35(i 7.90; mixed. $7.25t7.95;
heavy, $7.1008.00;
rough, $7.104
7.35; good to choice,
$7.35
8.0; ulgs, $6.85 ID 7.75 ; bulk of sales.

$7.407.85.
Sheep

Receipts 10,000; eteady;
Receipts 10,000; steady; native,
$3.105.10; western, $3.1541
5.10;
yearlings, $4.505.75; native
lambs. $6.50 fi 7.85; western lambs,

ep

$4.75(fi 7.75.

GETTING READY FOR A FKEKU
START.

Gwendolyn de Courtenay, the handsome society fuvorlte, was nervously
agitated.
Even a blind baggage car
She paced up and
could see that.
down In front of the large cheval-glas- s
in her room. Evidently she was
greatly aggrieved over something.
g
Finally her
nerves got
churned up to such a pitch that she
lost control of herself and began to
clutch and tear wildly at her hair,
pulling it out in large handfuls.
Your sympathetic nature la aroused
and you cry: "The poor woman Is
tempeirarily Insane.
Why doesn't
some one stop her before she does
herself bodily Injury. She must be
in terrible mental agony to stand the
pain of pulling her hair out by the
roots."
But hist! Be not too lavish with
FACTS AliOIT N I'.W YORK CITY.
your sympathy, friend.
Up to now
Gwendolyn has only pulled off 14.
Every second, four visiteirs arrive in
pounds of puffs, three miles of InterNew York.
locking switches, and a few detachEvery 42 seconds an immigrant arable curls. She has some distance to
rives.
go yet before she; teeuche-- the real,
Every 4 2 seconds a passenger
hair. Gwendolyn isMARKETS
train arrives.
merely distracted because her maid
Every threee- minuts someone Is arcannot get her floating, hirsute equip
rested.
ment on in becoming array. She is
Every six minute's a child Is born.
The Metuls.
simply ge tting ready for a fresh start.
Every se ven minutes the're Is a funeasy,
Copper
New York, Aug. 12.
Puck.
eral.
bead
1 3.05 ;
1
Every 13 minutes there- is n wed- standard spot. $ 2.90
PENSION IX; AN' ANTAGONIST.
firmer, $4.30fij 4.40.
ding.
Sixty years agei the- - Lord Rosebery
Every 42 minutes a new business
Market.
Meiney
of
that time was in Paris, and in payfirm starts up.
silve r. ing a call one day he was received so
New York, Aug. 12.-- Bar
Every 4S mltuite-- . n building catche.
nt.
per
'
a
2 i
rudely by the butler that he
31c; call nion.-yes lire.
per e.'iit.
te
4 'it 4
his friend of the servant's
Every 4S minutes a ship leaves the prim.' paper,
coneluct. The butler was immediately
harbor.
St. IjoiiIs Wool.
dismissed. But lie hail been a
;
Every 51 minutes a new building
officer in the
St. Louis. Aug. 12. Wool steady
French'
fi
is erecte-el- .
23
army, and as such he- challenged Lord
territory and w. tite rn mediums,
Every 1 4 hours some one is killed 2Sc; line mediums, 221i21e; tine-- , 13d Rosebery
to a eluil.
The earl acby accident.
1
c
cepted, and two shots were exchanged,
Eve ry S'i hours some pair is
without result.
New York Kteicks.
But Lord Rosebery was angered at
88
.
some-onCopper
commits Amalgamated
Every 10 hours
his own condesre'nsion and afraid his
. .120',,
suicide.
Atchison
antagonist might lay aside his mili. . 142
In New York Central
Every night $l,25tt.OOO is
tary rank and resume his duties as a
. .136 's
Southe.rn Pacific
restaurants for dinner.
servant, thus exe.sing on earl to the
. .S09
Every day 350 new itizens come to Cniem Pacific
reproach eif having fought with
a
.. 77
I'llileel State s Steel
N'e.w Y"rk to live.
Ex.
126-tbutle r. So lie se ttled an annuity of
do. prefcrre d
ll.lir.o em the man "ii condition he
A eat may look at a king, but th
did met return to domestic service.
City Urst-kaer.i2r man voulel rnthe-- !oek at KansasKnna
obRe
The collet ition was faithfully
City, Aug. 12. Cattle
four aces ni.y time.
s.iuthi-russerved on both sides, and when the
ce lots 5,000. including 3.00
r die el. about twenty
steers. $4. 50 U 7.5 0 ;
Most wives would be a'ole. to save sle'ady; native'
n ste-- , rs, $3.4 0 'el 5.00 : southe l '1 years ago, the story was told In the
money If the'lr hntbands gave them
I
cows. $2.50 ij 3.85; native cow s and French papers. Chicago News.
iioug'n to save.
high-strun-

.
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If something pure and nice is wanted 'to flavor
cakes, pies or puddings get

fiepf

5c.

.

spe-n-

t

.
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TIIVIISDAY, AtGCST

CLASS

10

fall term.

ENTER

LOCAL

"ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEX.

13, 1809.

HIGH

SCHOOL

Prof, John

Heretofore

GUARD

Milne has been conducting the science
classes In connection with mathematics.
Next term the science department will be conducted separately and
Miss Anna C. Taylor, formerly instructor In the High school In Beaver

FOR

IHE RANGE

Mexico's Representatives
Left
This Morning for Camp Perry.

The members of the National guard

rifle team from the companies of

s

.-

party: ...

seu-temb- er

Adjutant General R. A. Ford, with
Col. E. C. Abbott coach.
Captain Carlos Vierra, Company F,
Santa Fe.
First Lieutenant Ames, Company A
Las Cruees.
Edward Safford, sergeant major.
First battalion, Santa Fe.
Sergeant Jacob SarTord, Company
F, Santa Fe.
Sergeant Frank Winters, Company
II, Las Vegas.
First Lieutenant Heald, adjutant
First battalion, Albuquerque.
Colonel E. C. Abbott, First regiment, Santa Fe.
Sergeant Joseph C. Sharp, Company
H, Las Vegas.
Captain L. W. Ufeld, battalion quartermaster, Las Vegas.
Sergeant Albert E. Hayward, Company H. Las Vegae.
Trumpeter R. G. Head, Company
H, Las Vegas.
First Sergeant Hauser, Company D,
Silver City.

11-1- 7.

'

USED

W

AN AX ON

NEIGHBOR'S

NATION

FORMING

the

southern part of the territory arrived
on the morning train and after taking charge of their special Pullman,
left for Camp Perry on the rear end
of train No. 2. The Santa Fe members of the party were to board the
train at Lamy and the Las Vegas
members were waiting at that place.
While a number of resignations depleted the ranks of the original team,
the next best shots filled in the hol-and the team will appear at the annual shoot with a full quota and strong
..
lit marksmanship.
First Lieut. Heald was the only Albuquerque man to make the trip, the
company here having disbanded In
the spring.
Following Is the personnel of the

foi-m-

NG

DROUTH

New

two-thir-

ENGLISH-SPEAKI-

1EAM

AFRICA

HEAD

Indian Held to Cirnnel Jury
While- - Ills Victim Is In the

.Navajo

llohjltal.

--

De puty L'nlted State
Marshal Jim
Smith returned to the city la.st night
from Gallup, where he appeared for
the government in the prosecution of
Charles Yuzzi, a Navajo Indian, arrested for cutting a brother tribesman's head open with an ax. The alleged assault was made last week on
the reservation north of Gallup. The
victim is in the hospital at Gibson,
hovering between life and death. Tie
I two Indians
were under the Influenca
of liquor when the fight occurrel.
Yazzi nays that he Just hit his opponent a couple of taps with an ax. He
did not mean to kill him.
Yazzl was bound over to the United
Elates grand Jury under $ 1.000 bonds
and went to jail In default of furnishing bond. The preliminary hearing was
United States Commissioner William McSparron.
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.MUSIC CHARMS COWS,

THE NEW SOUTH AFRICA SHOWN IN HEAVY DOTTED LINES.
AND TWO MEN WHO RAVE WORKED ft'O CREATE IT. DR. JAMB-SOON THE RIGHT. AND GEN. BOTHA ON THE LEFT.
In 1902, the close of a bitter bloody problem is shown in the percentage
war. Great lirltain had the two sturdy of black population among the four
colonies. In some places they outDutch republic, Orange Free State number the whites ten to one.
s.
help-JesTransvaal,
and
down
and the
The problem there wan much more
United States.
There followed much discus- serious than in the
they Also from the fact that the blacks,
sion in parliament as to how
except in parts of Cape Colony, are
should be ruled in the future.
unA
sportsmanlike
and generous savage and densely Ignorant,
poiicy prevailed.
The two republics worthy to be intrusted with self govThey were Kaffirs
were accepted as colonies and allowed ernment.
and
to govern themselves.
Zulus.
And now Great Britain receives
Here's the way the new constitution solved the problem:
her reward.
beNo restrictions
as regards
color
For out of far South Africu is
ing forged a great new British nation wero placed in the constitution.
But
a nation nearly as populous as all certain qualifications as to property
Canaela, a nation
and holding and education exclude
of English
all
It's the blacks except the better class in Cape
Dutch working together.
Colony.
new jewel jf the British crown.
Also four senators and representaEnglish Cape Col my and Natal
Orange
tives are to be appointed In the gen- and Dutch Transvaal and
one
ral assembly who will be specially
Free State have joined to feirm
They have agreed em a tho representatives
country.
of the
blacks.
ImThey
shall be men wTio are closely
constitution and laid it before the
tn
touch with the needs and interperial parliament.
As soon as parliament can dispose ests of the black people In the new
argucolony.
They
shall
Its tariff
recommend
of the budget und
ments, the constitution will doubtless measures for them to the asse mblies.
and-thewill
peculiar
new
problem
nation
Another
had to be
be ratified
met by the frarners of the constitbegin its formal existence.
thing
capital.
big
All
about
the chief cities
And the significant
utiona
the constitution apart from the fact of tne colonies wanted it, of course.
volunwas
So
agreed
It
'ffie
seat of exdivided.
that the colonies have
at
tarily on the union is the power ecutive government was placed
that the colonists place in the Eng- Pretoria, the old capital of the Transvaal, the seat of legislative governlish government.
England may appoint the governor ment at Capo Town, and the seat ot
general of the new colony, which Is Ihi- judiciary at Bloem lonteiu, capital
to be called South Africa. The gov- of the old Orange Free State.
This arrangement new In govern-m-ii- c
ernor general will ge t $50,000 a year.
allayed many local jealousies.
This governor general appoints adIn coming ti the agreement ahout
ministrators who shall be the execueach of the four col- forming the new polony, there was a
tive officers
long debate.
Part of the people
onies.
names eight wanted a louse ledi rafion. The rest
The governor
who serve ten wanted a rial union with a centraliof the 4u si nators,
The ndvoates of
years. The provincial administrators zed government.
ntage of the tile Kilter plan win.
name the same
tho men
In reaehir.g the ngrt
provincial assemblies.
No hill or resolution can be pass, d who had fought each other bitterly
uns
and bayoni ts ten years
by either the colonial or the provin- with
d
for the
cial assemblies without being recom- asjo, worked
The impetuous Dr.
mended first by the govt rnor gen- common good.
Jameson, whose
raid set
eral or the administrators.
This vestl ;g i f power in th Eng- the fins of th-- Boer u; r. and latterly
or premier of Cape Colony,
lish guvei ii me nt 1'V the colonics is prcsiile-nwho
Botha.
her investm-n- t
with
Bi.tai .'s return
and gener s ty to the fought th British so bltti r'v in the
of i .Pi'i.l. hi
War.
toii-iUi '1 iepub.ii s in 1 f 0 2
u, r significant thing appears
A
"It's for the bister S,.iith Africa."
they sty; "thee South Africa of which
African constitution
in the
Ulindei dreamed."
the 'disposition of the nejio prob- Cet-lFor e". (il Rhodes is now regarded
lem.
That South Africa has a negro as a prophet.
N
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FACE FIVE.

There was a time when the farmers and dairymen In this section
thought that grass, hay, long fodder,
turnips, and an occasional hot mash
were proper and profitable food for
milk cows. They are to drop all that
and feed their milk producers on mu
sic. The pioneer In the movement is
Stcever Smith, a farmer near Great
Notch. When ho wants his cows to
give jnllk he places his phonograpa
out In the barnyard and htarts th-music going. From that time on it
Is as much as he and his men can do
to set the buckets under the cows
fast enough to catch the milk. When
all the cans are filled he stops the
phonograph and the cows Immediat
ly stop the milk.
Smith has discovered that the kind
and quality of music also has an un- portant bearing on the milk supply.
The first day he used the phonograph
iln the barnyard he placed "The Heart
it
l'owed Down" in the machine.
saddened the cows, and they gave
'scarcely any milk. He then tried "I
Stood on the Bridge at Midnight" on
them. They immediately walked over
t olhe trouuli and gazed pensively into
the water. It was a pathetic sight.
When the sweet strains of "The Nun's
Prayer" broke the silence all the cows
got down on their knees, it was not
until the phonograph begun to play
"The Old Oaken Bucket" that th-.much interest.
animals manifested
They looked at Smith so accuwingly
that he took the record out of th-machine and smashed it.
"I guess they want something ejuick
and devilish," Smith said. Ho slipped
"Rory
Hornpipe,"
Sailor's
"The
O'Moore," "The Irish Washerwoman, '
and "The Arkansaw Traveler" in the
phonograph In quick succession. That
morning the cow-t- gave so much inilic
that two extra cars had to be put on
the milk train to get it to market.
Smith placed "For the Corn Is
Waving, Annie, Dear," in the machine-thimorning. The herd took
Before he and his men could
do anything to prevent it, the entire
leape d the bai nyard fence and
iomiIitrack for the cornfield. Before tiny could be driven out they
li:id almost destroyed the crop.
it whs through a Swiss girl whom
Smith employed as a dairymaid that
he discovered the value of music in
Increasing the milk supply. After
she got married and left the farm the
milk supply fell off so (jreatly that
Smith purchased the phonograph to
take her place. Montdalr (N. J.)
Dispatch to New York Press.
j
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Report of the Condition of

?

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

,

1909

''

being a holiday.)

Loans and Discount
Bonds and Other Securities '
Real Estate
.
Furniture and Fixtures
Cash and Due front other banks

I
.

10,000.(0
12,000.00
6,650.00
667,172.98

$1,627,06166

Capital Paid Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposits Subject to Check
Time Certificates of Deposit

$ 150,000.00.
42.128.14

957,123.00
478,710.42

Territory of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo ss.
I. W. 8. Strickler, vice president and canhier of the above named bank,
do solemnly swearthat the above statement is true 10 the ben of mv know
ledge and belief.

W. S. STBICKLfcR,
Vice President and Cashier
Subscribed and sworo to before me this 3rd dav' of July A. D. 1909
ft. M. MERRITT
Notary Public
,
,
,
Correct Attest
.""
SOLOMON LUNA
J. G. BALDRIDGE
'
W.J. JOHNSON
'

'....

Any Individual who is an advocate
of the race suicide theories of our

.

late strenuous president would have
beheld a sight this morning at the
Golden Rule store that would have
warmed his heart and satisfied him
lor all time that Albuquerqueans are
not likely to be placed in the class of
undesirable citizens.
It was balloon day at the big store.
Every boy and girl in town who would
go to the big store was promised a
balloon. Over five hundred balloons
were given out, but there were not
more than haif enough to go around.
For once the Golden Rule was unprepared. More than nine hundred children were on hand, and the management regrets that many had to go
away without one. But, as the manager aid, "Who'd a thought there
were so many children in the city?"
So far each day has shown an Increasing interest in the sale, and the
place tomonrow
event which takes
will, it is expected, bring out .the
largest crowd of the week, f( It will
be Lucky Day Sale, Friday, the 13th.
AH the accumulated remnants of all
departments of the store.
be
price. There
placed on sale at one-hawill be hundreds
of snaps and the
lucky ones will be those who come
early. Music; will be furnished by an
orchestra.
Saturday will be Bproittr gingham
day. when an Immense stock of fine
goods will go on sale at five cents a
yard. Excepting for the bi(j pay day
sale for Tuesday, ,the program "for
next week has not been Completed,
but even bigger and better.' bargains
are promised.
fcn
The complete
nouncement will be made in ,, this
paper exclusively Saturday evening.
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f Builders'

MODEL DATER.
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and

Finishers

Supplies

an Chicago Lmmker, StterwlBwauana Fatal
Paper, Plaster, lime, Cejaemt, Glass, Saab, Dhk. ho.

J. C BALDRIDGE

423 SOUTH FIRST

ALL THE WAY UP

lf

From the foundation to the shingles on the root, we ar
selling Building Material Cheaper than you havt bought
for many years. Sate at least 25 per cen.t and ;
v

BUILD NOW

Tine

for

"PAn"

Rio Grande . Material

stamps.

Itotes For 'Six Tears.
Iluilt To Wear.
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Complete with lettering,. $1.75.
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PHONE 8.
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National Association Will Convene in 4 ItlatiklHMiks, Ixowle-a- f
Devices, 2
I s Aiigi-lcf- i
for Annual
a,
Stampo.
Rubber
Session.

Consolidated Liquor Go, i
I

EVERYTHING

IN OUR LINE

A
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fifty-seven- th

deli-gate- s

Albj-ciuerq-

n.

)&wds; cleanses
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c's tocwc5vo

committee furnished the visitors wl'h
hnske-tof fruit which were dlatrlh-ute-- d
throughout the; cars, while two
large baskets of ripe tomatoes graced
the tables of the dining car.
Today's delegation was headed by
Forre-B- t
Ball Llllle of Guthrie, Okla.,
president of the American Pharmaceutical association, and II. M. Whelp-leysecretary of the association. The
party will visit two days at the Grand
Canyon of Arizona before proceeding
to the coast.
Tho meeting of the Pharmaceutical
association will follow the third annual meeting of the California Phar
maceutical association, which convenes in that city on AuguHt 13 ail
last two days, labt year's session was
held at Hot Spring, Ark., while it Is
understood that the next session will
be held at Richmond, Va. Nearly 400
delegates are expected to be in at-- ti
dance at the
in Los Ange-

50LD BY LEADING DRUGGISTS SO'ADOTTU

t

Writs for illustrated Catalog and Price List

I
I

OFFICE
121

AND

SALES

ROOM

and 123 North First St,

Phone 138
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Albuquerque Foundry&Machine Works

Patternmaker Wanted

les.

Among the arrivals this noon were

J. I). Godding and wife, of Itoston.
M:ih. Dr. Godding was one of tho
delegates who passed through this

city twenty years ago when the convention was held at San Francisco.
The guesth this noon were recelwd
by a committee composed of the following local druglsts: Sehmallack.
Fox, Vann, Ituppe, Hrlggs, Hamilton,
Hoffman, O'Klelly and Hazen. Mayor
Felix Lester was alo among the reception committee, while Marcus I.
Kelly, of the Commercial club, was
on the- Job, distributing literature de
scriptive of Albuquerque and the Rio
Grando valley.
Punch was served to the ladles in
tincurio rooms of the Alvarado.
while- punch and
were served
to tin- men. Jt wax 1 o'clock when
the train pulled out for the west.
Our work Is complete. Hubbs
dry t'omimii J.

laun

I

AlbuqucrqueFoundryPIach neWorRs I

imMmtimMttimMtmMMiiiiiiisuMt
GROSS

KELLY & COMPANY

WHOLESALE
GROCERS
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers !

o

The Missouri Society of Xew
iiii-cWed- llio
ncsduy of each nieintli at Odd
I IUtk' hall, if 21 South Second
Wednes- Next
struct.
4 day. August II.
at mom 4, liar- 4 llcailiiiui-terlicit hullilln, Second and Cell- tral. J'lioitc 1079.
All Mltseiurlaiis arc
lo call and register.
(). J. KRAHMKH.
Secretary."

I

incorpora reo

Albuquerque and Las Vegas

Mexico

s

CALIFORNIA
Fig Syrup Co.

'w5i
r.

$i,an,srw.58

LIABILITIES

RULE

delegation of over seventy-fiv- e
leople, comprising memtxrs of the
National Board of Pharmacy, their
wives and daughters, pawed through
the city this noon on the-lway to
attend the
annual meeting of the American Pharmaceutical
association which convenes in Los Angeles, Calif., on the morning of Monday, August 16, for an eleven days'
session. The
.nd their fam-ille- n
occupied two Pullman coaches,
which were attached to train No. 3
at Kansas City.
Many of tho delegates are en route
to the coast by other routes, but todays arrivals chose to go via
for several reasons, one of
which was that many of the delegation passed through this city seven
yearn ago while they were
orule
to Del Monte-- , Calif., at which place
the convention was held at that time.
Those who were among the delegates
si yen years ago were loud In their
praise of the reception accorded them
ac that time and assured thi members of the reception committee who
met them at the train today tlMt
their hospitality was never forgo,-tcSeven years ago the reception
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Mob and Jammed the
Big fcitore Lizzie and Annie
('ante and Brought Tlielr
Little Brothers.

lo
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at the close of business July 3, 1909
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$1,627,961.56
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beginning to look
to wear them anv
'.onger whUe you can buy stylish shoes,
oxford
and tdippcrs at such close
P ices iis v,
niv nuking. C. May's
Shoe Store, S14 V. Central Ave.
Very low price- - on garoen no
to
io
out stock. Come In befors w
,r ,..1.1 nUr
II C"fX ?"
W. Cn-

n

Colonel W. S. Hopewell tf the New
Central railway, returned to
the city this morning from a week's
sojourn in Grant and Sierra counties.
The colonel spent several days In
the vicinity of Silver City looking at
mining properties in which he is Interested. While he would make n
statement regarding the purpose of
the trip, it Is known that Col. Hopewell is Interested in several mining
properties in Grant county which a.t
eastern syndicate proopus to bu,
and the recent trip may have been in
this connection. There hi a lively interest in mining in Grant county at
present.
Col. Hopewell spent several' days
on his cattle ranch in Sierra county,
and found conditions Improving. The
drouth has been broken and further
losses are not expected. In some Instances ranchers loet as high as 25
per cent of their grown cattle and 50
per cent ot their calves.
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Mexico
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Are your sho-shabby? No

i

INSIERRA COUNTY

Lost Many Cattle hut Rains
Have Ended TluMr Losses,

OVER

I

BROKEN
'
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Graduates of Immaculate' tVmcoptlon Dam, Wisconsin, has been retained to
Instruct that class. Prof. Milne will
Will Takt Advanced Work
continue to have charge of the matheTWs Winter.
matics. The laboratory at the High
school is now being replenished with
Of the nine graduates from the materials for scientific work, .whljh
Immaculate Conception achool at tho will be welcome news for those Inclose of the Inst school term, about tending to follow that course.' Gere
will enter the Albuquerque man will be taught during, the comHigh school, wjhere they will .further ing yeat: by Miss Mary Gertlg, a
their educatiofi. The class l the
teacher In the schools of Aspen,
first one to enter the high school !n Colo. Misses Taylor and Gertlg ar ?
a body, and will be admitted without the only new Instructors engaged for
an examination of any kind.
the coming year for classes in the
Eight grades' are taugnt in the Im- High school.
Conception
school, from
maculate
which Institution the girl students a.--e
graduated to tit. Vincent's academy
while the boy stuoVnts either - tak
their choice of attending the local
DAY AT THE FAIR
high school or University or some
out of town achool. '
Among those who Will fehter th"5
local high school' at the beginning of Society Favors the Idea and Scuds
the fall term, which commences
Committee to Sec About
7, will
be
the following:
Flans.
Frank O'RIelly, Joseph 0'Ri lly, Jr.,
Raymond McCanna, Joseph McCannn,
The announcement that ' the MisLouis Hesselden, William McDonall souri Society of New Mexico had an
and Louis Armijo.
opportunity to get a day set aside for
The class to enter the Hlgn school It during the annual New Mexico fair
this year from the various public October
brought out the bigschools will be the largest in the rec- gest attendance the society has ever
ord of the city., The class will com- had to the meeting Inst night. The
prise over seventy-fiv- e
students and crowd discussed the plan and everyarrangements are now being made for body favored it, so much, so that a
their reception. In past years tha committee wae named to see the fair
University of Xew Mexico has bee'i management and find out what could
conducting a preparatory course, but be done.
this year that cjnss will be eliminated,
A progrm of mufic and oratory was
which will me( n that those studcnW a featurc.'of the meeting and the
will attend the High school.
danced and played cards.
The enrollment at the Central High Miss Gerland won a piece of Mexlca't
school at the beginning of last year drawn work and Mr. Mize won a box
was about 143 students, while this of cigars, while Thomas Wilkerson
year it is thought that the 200 mark and Mr. Finch were awarded the conwill be reached.
solation trophies.
A new department will 'be added to
the High school beginning with th3
Citizen want ads bring results.
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PAKE SIX.

commercial value. There Is no demand for them. Thoy are of no benefit to the world, but serve merely
to gratify Uurbank himself and his
admirers.
"Uurbank did not create the spineless cactus. It Is a plant which has
been grown In Mexico for years; likewise, the crimson winter rhubarb was
grown in Australia before Uurbank
ever heard of It. Most of Ills products are simllur to these. I do not
have
consider him a wizard, and
never thought
there was anything
wonderful about his results. It Is a
plain case of skillful faking."
Charles C. Cohen, one of the forey
most llorlstj of the city, takes a
Pumping Plant Will Be InstallWiza
Wizard Is Declared Not a
Uurbank is Indeed
view.
wizard, he says, and his works, esed and Thousands of
ard at All But Only a
which
flowers, with
pecially with
have always
Cohen is familiar,
Acres Put Under
Common Gararoused the enthusiasm of floriculturists.
Ditch.
dener.
"It Is absurd to say that Uurbank
has not created new varieties of flowers." says Cohen. ".?t every floral
Portales, X. M., Aug. 12.- As a re12.
Aug.
Luther show Uurbank has mad a considerSan Francisco,
sult
of the return of C. M. lobbs. Joe
Burbank. a nature faker, his crea able display. He has sent a diversitions, fakts. frauds and mere dis- fied exhibit Or new varieties, which Howard, Louie Anderson and Dr. Luke ne from Garden City, Kan., who
coveries.
have always made an Immense hit.
went as delegates to inspect both the
the
"I catin 't understand
These charges, hurled lit tne
government and a private Irrigation
Suntu Rosa horticulturist
Pasa-don- a
plant, the whole valley und especially
Tti a resolution adopted hy the
association,
have
Portales Is In the greatest excitement.
Gardeners'
WOULD PURGE COURTS
Land values have soared at thJ
been echoed in San Francisco.
most phenomenal rate in the Jitsto y
From the Uurbank potato to the
of the Pecos valley, und. If the report
mute recent wonderberry the works
CF NEW YORK CITY which the delegates bring with them
of the wir.ard culturlst are assailed
practical
savants and
by certain
is accepted, land will undoubtedly )0
growers, gardeners and florists.
worth twice it present value.
heralded Committee of One Hundred Declares
cactus.
The spineless
For some time back Hurts has been
throughout the civilized world as xn
a steady agitation In favor of an IrIs Not IIkkiii1 an
Justice
epochal creation. Is salrt to be a Mexrigation plant which should wat':r
it Should lie.
ican plant as old as Mexico Itself;
that fertile section ranging from 20
a
poisonous, and
Che wonderberry.
New York. Aug. 12. Charging that miles southeast and 25 miles went
the crimson the city magistrates' courts of 'Man- - of Portales, know n as the Portal 9
menace to humanity;
winter rhubarb, merely an Importa- hattan are breeding places for an- - valley. Although there is no river In
lion of a plant that Is indigenous to arctiy and that the administration of the valley the land lies so low that
'justice there in grossly Incompetent water It but a few feet under the surAustralia.
And Uurbank himself, they say, is amj inadequate, the Committee
of face, and the farmers, knowing ths
not a scientist nor a philosopher, but one Hundred today announced that fact, has steadily worked for an irria simple horticulturist, who is Ignor- - it would make an Issue in the next gating plant which should be capable
political campaign of the deplorable of irrigating the whole section.
ant even of the meaning of the scienIt
tiflc words which describe the pro- - condition existing therein. It Is
was suggested that a committee
reby which he achieves his
ther charged that the magistrates appointed from the citizens In a ma-tsuits.
rest about half of each month and meeting the latter part of July an I
The gross crime of nature faking that at no time Is there a sufficient the Investigating of the plants at Garhas been suddenly transmigrated number of magistrates on duty. The den City, as the place where condito vegetable matter
from animal
result Is that many persons who are tions are most similar to those here,
entitled by law to speedy hearings u as the result.
the wizard Burbank is ruthlessly
up
shorn of his gilded glory and held - are forced to remain In Jail and their
On Saturday, August 14. another
perfor public view as an alleged
constitutional rights are Ignored.
mass meeting will be held In the
petrator of skillful ana dangerous
The additional charge Is made that court house and the report of the
frauds.
the court records are In a state of committee will be duly consider'.'d,
His detractors are specific; they at chaos.
Frequently no minutes are but It is an open secret that the
specific
tack his specific products in a
taken and many Judgments are on money for the Installation
of the
manner.
His defenders speak oniytnut ground reversed.
has already been pledged,
generally, burbank himself Is silent, j As to the personnel of the bench. machinery
people are clamoring to subscribe
It is said by his friends that the the committee says candidly "that an rnd
ali they can beg, borrow or steal to
fruition of his genius Is an eloquent active leader connected with the get
on the new investment. While
and emphatic answer to the charges, Tammany machine, such as Daniel it is Inexpected
that the promoters will
which are characterized as out of K. Finn, should be sitting on the not care to install
machinery which
place and absurd.
bench, is in itself reprehensible."
will be capable of Irrigating more
That Uurbank has been the subject
than 6,000 acres at first, the number
THE ritlXTF.IfS CHILDRBN.
of criticism for some lime, however,
The case of the musical man who of people who wish to get their prop
la the statement of Hans Plath, presafter the erty under the ditch Is so great that
ident of the Pacific Coast Horticul- named his four daughters
acres Is the least land which
tural society. This organization in- eight notes of the tonic sol-f- a scale is It12,000
Is expected will bo subscribed for,
cludes in Its personnel practical gar- matched by that of the provincial
This will be the only pumping plant
deners and growers and, according to printer who named his children from
Its president, Burbank and his works the type fonts he used Ruby, Pearl, in the Pecos valley and it is' attracting
Tiawo hron Henrpplntnd nt everv recent Diamond.
The first two are no ur. hundreds of outsiders. As It is well
common names for girls, only Ruby known that the land around Garden
meeting.
"I do not wish to be understood as! happened to be a boy. fie followed In City was considered useless until the
saying that Uurbank has dono noth- - his father's foot.-tep- s
and afterwards Installation of the plants up ther
Ing." says Plath. "What I desire to 'became a prlr.Ur's manager In Lon- - and as that land cannot now be pursay is that his products ure of no don. London Chronicle
chased for less than $150 an acre, it

CRITICS ASSAIL

TO IRRIGATE BIG

THE WORK OF

TRACT OF LAND

Ml

AT PORTALES

con-trnr-

-

will be seen what a stimulus Is given
to trade by the new project. Already,

WIRELESS WAS

one banker has refused an option on
acres for four days for $750. The
stiff back that the market has suddenly taken means that the Irrigating
plant Is an absolute certainty. It also
means that Portales will undoubtedly
have such an Influx of people In the
near future as will make It and not
Itoswell the metropolis of the Pecoi
valley.
So great Is the prevailing excitement that many places of business are
are
cloned
while the proprietors
searching the owners of the lard
which will comr tinelur the ditch, and
the town is crowded until not a room
can be secured and meals are at a
premium.
60

A

OPERATED AT
A

OIGWTIC MAST.

blasts ever exploded In this country occurred re
cently near Steins Pass.' X. M., a fewmiles from the Arizona border. Seventy-eight
thousand pounds of giant
powder were used In this explosion,
which completely wrecked one whole
side of a mountain, dislodging and
sufficient
breaking Into fragments
rocks to ballast 100 miles of railroad
One of the greatest

the Year.

-

12.
Aug.
Washington,
Advance
proofs of the United States census
bulletin give the first statistics for
tlie commercial wireless systems already established,
nnd states that
they were operated nt a loss of 147,-2- 8
In 1907.

track.

The Southern Pacific railroad for
several weeks had been making pre
parations for this blast, the work being done under the personal direction
of its powder expert and one from
the mills which supplied the explosive.
The Intention was to obtain
material for ballast on the Tucson
division of the Southern Pacific, and
the attempt was entirely successful.
Approximately 775.000,000 pounds of
rock was dislodged.
The spectacle when the charge was
Harper s
fired was stupendous.
Weekly.

OREL'S

TO MARRY

I

PRINCE

Philadelphia Girl Sulci to Have Cnp- turtxl Mrmlx'r or lOuronoHii
Royal Family.
Margaretta
London. Aug. 12.
Drexel, daughter
of Mrs. Anthony
Drexel of Rittenhouse square, matron,
Is said to be the latest American heiress to make a foreign alliance with a
royal family, and her fiance Is Prince
Christopher, younger son of the King
of Greece.
The news of Miss Droxed's engagement transpired sh rtly after a swell
"small dance" given in London by
the mother, at which there were six
hundred guests of the blue blood
tinge.
At this dance there was a table of
young people.
Noteworthy among
them Miss Anita Stewart, who was
ranged alongside her fiance, Print
Miguel of Braganza. Miss Drexel was
paired with Prince Christopher, and
she was most gracious and entertain
ing to him, despite his shy demeanor
and limited English.
It was the prince's first visit to Enchap,
gland.
He is a
who does not come of age until next
month.
Miss Drexel is a young woman of
independent mind and her engage
She
ment must be to her liking.
known to huvc received and refused
her
offers during
several brilliant
three years In London.
nice-looki-

TEAMS

BIG LEAGUE

whiihu they

are playing this

American League.
Chicago at New York.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Detroit at Washington.
Cleveland at Boston.
National League.
Boston at Cincinnati.
Brooklyn at St. Louis.
New York at Chicago.
Philadelphia at Pittsburg.

J IOW

THEY STAND.

American league.
Won. Lost. PcL
Detroit
I hiladclphia
Boston
Cleveland
Chicago

"The Glorious Harvest Days Are Here"

Jo)

r

4

Washington

j

31

Nallonol League.
Fittsburg

71

Chleugi
New York

67

50

5

St. Louis

40
36
26

K3
56

uadw

The King of All Bottled Beers

Omaha
Denver

TVo product of the best barley and hops grown in the world. Budweiser has brough
tii.'! glow of health to many and has helped to make our country a nation ci strong
v..j:i and women.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

Lost. P:t.

W

.596
.590

40
41
43
47
50
49
59
66

69
59
56
49

,. 51
,. 46
. 41
. 34

pueblo

.417
.367
.2a0

7 4

Won.

.

5GC

.510
.505

.41

American league.

Ne w York 2. Chios go

The Most Popular Beer in the World
Bottled Only at th
Anheuser-Busc- h

3,

Brewery

Distributor

St. Louis, U. S. A.

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

CORKED OR WITH CROWN CAPS
IK

W

-

-

-

-

1.

Philadelphia

2.

0

(11

in-

CROP

OF WHEAT

be-e-

HERE'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY

lf

The Chance of Years Book Lovers Will
Find This a Perfect Paradise.
Little Rebel, by The Duck
Otho the Arch, by Alexander D
The Cedar Swamp Mystery, by Jane mas.
Austin.
The Corslcan Brothers, by AJexaa- der
Dumas.
by
The Twelve Great Diamonds,
Jane Austin.
Htnton Hall. by May Aidh
Fleming.
The Wreck of the Kraken. by Jane
Child of the Wreck, by May Agns
Austin.
Fleming.
The Kidnapped Heiress, by EmerThe Rose of Ernstetn. by Hay As- son Bennett.
nes Fleming.
The Midnight Marriage, Emersin
Mystery of Blackwood Cringe, M
Bennett.
May Agnes Fleming.
Lady Gwendoline's Dream, Char- Sir Noel's Heir, by May Agot
lotte Braeme.
Fleming.
Woven on Fate's Loom. Chart
Beauty's Marriage. Charlotte Brae- Garvlce.
me.
The Woman in Armor, by Mar?
Coralle. Charlotte Brasme.
Hartwcll.
On Her Wedding Morn. Charlotte
The Great Hampton Bank Ro
Braeme.
bery,
b7 Mary R. H. Hatch.
My Mother's Rival. Charlotte Brae- Kitty Craig's Life in New York.
me.
Mary J. Holmes.
The Mystery of Birchall. Charlotte
The Wooing of Leola, by Mrs. Alsv
Braeme.
Miller.
Marlon Ardlelgii's penace. Char- A Mad Passion, by Etta W. Plercs
lotte Braame.
The Heir of Brandt, bj Etta W,
The Story of Two Pictures, Char- Pierce.
lotte Braeme.
The Power of Paul Latrobe, Ty
Tragedy of the Chain Pier, Charlotte Adelaide Rowland.
Braeme.
The Crlms and the Curse, by Mr
The Coquette's Victim, Charlotte Southworth.
Braeme.
The WMfe's Victory, by Mrs. Sout- Tragedy of a Quiet Life. Mrs. worth.
Burnett.
The Refugee, by Mrs. Southworta.
Pretty Polly Pemberton, Mrs. Bur- John Strong's Secret, by Mrs.
nett
Southworth.
The Fatal Secret, by Mrs. Souta-wortCora Hastings, by Mary Dallas.
The Mysterious Key, by Louisa
cott.

Al- -

fcpencer F. Edge, the Britislu m
has returned from America enthusiastic over the rapid de velopment
of motoring In that ceuntry. "Near'y
f very body in America is going In for
seme sort of car," he paid, "and the
fever has reached the remotest villages in the farming regions. Many
farmers have learned that the motor
car Is not only a great machine fo.'
rleasure. but an even noire Important
means of pushing modern business.
Petrol, sooner or later, in large measure w ill fiiipi rsede the hoisij in hauling grain to market and 'drawing
heavy plows.
"American manufacturers of cars
ure cl)se students of the ilcniunel f
lublic conditions in the country. Til' y
are also Ingenious. Inventive and immensely enterprising. The finest cars
ir.ade in America are equal to the finest made in the world, ami the cheaper American cars are without equal
In any
other country. They give
n ore value for the ir cost, we'ipht and
size than any other article e.f manufacture on wtieels. t'nless the- - Kur petin manufacturers wake- up to the
importance of the cheap car market
and produce more cheap cars anl
l
etter ones, the Americans are' goi lg
to sweep Uurope with these machines,
as thev are now sweeping America.
The Lawyer's Ward, by Mary Dal- or UH'i las.
"The Yankee's have lotnds, but they are findins eoit th
Mystery of Mordaunt Mansion, by
best wav U negotiate them ;n moto
Moreover, they build ears that Mary Dallas.
ccre.
go after bad roads ami hills like a
The Devil's Anvil, by Mary Pallas.
liuniirv bov after popcorn.-- ' London
Dispatch to New Ye.rk Press.
The Island of Diamonds, by Harry
Danforth.
HOW'S THIS.
-

and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions, and fnings).
inancially able to carry out any obli2.
Boston 4. Cleveland
gations made by his firm. Waldlng,
emfwypa
Too
..9. cmfwyp vbgkd
Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggist. Tide do,
National league.
Halls' Catarrh Cure Is taken
Pittsburg, 1. Boston 0.
tcrnally, acting directly upon
New York 19. St. Louis
blood and mucous surfaces of
rystem. Testimonials sent free. Price,
WVstorn League
75c per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Omaha 7. Sioux City 0.
4.
Take Hall's Family Tills for con
5, DcS Moines
Llnceeln
stipation.
o
American Association.
No man Is smart enough to tell his
Kansas City 2. Indianapolis 0.
own son anyttaug when he leaves
Columbus 8. Minneapolis 4.
college.
St. Paul 4, Toledo 3.
St. Luiis

C. W. KUNZ.

l

one-nint-

.410
We offer One Hunored Dollars Re
.340 ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Cure.
Ohio.
We the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years

OAMF-- S.

F.DNKSDVV

j

.4 59

62

Western League.
Des Moines
Sioux City

.298

.GSi
.606
.490

4 8

Boston

.4 7i
.4 50

. i .:

il

57

Brooklyn

.602
.583
.510
.471

27

Cincinnati
Philadelphia

4

.6)- -'

Lost. Pc

Won.

Throughout the barley growing belt of the great northwest the fanner is now
gathering the golden grain. The cream of the northern crop is always selected by our
expert grain buyers, shipped to St. Louis and forms the basis of our world famous

TO

41
41
44
51
54
54
55
73

62
62
62
53
4S
49

New York
St Louis

AUG

AMERICAN CARS LEAD.

Western League.
Wichita at Topeka.
Pueblo at Denver.
Des Moines at Lincoln.
Omaha at Sioux City.

101.

year for the wheat-raise- r.
The wheat acreage In Minnesota
and the Dakotas totals this year
acres, as against 14,213,000
acres last year. This Increase shows
the confidence the farmers had at the
beginning of the year In a bumper
crop.
Anselm, N. X)., In the southeast corner, was the first wheat town to conclude its harvest. Up here the harvest is under way, and will he for a
fortnight.
The soil near Anselm Is
sandy and favors early crops.
Velvet chaff wheat, which ripens
earlier than blue stem or hard wheat,
presents a pretty sight Just before the
The Dakotas and Mlnnesotas harvest.
The crop this year adds another
Will Produce Enormous
impulse to the (limbing prices of
Dakota land. Farme rs realize this,
Wealth From the
and are making many Improvements.
railroad station thrashers
At each
Harvest.
anil huge harvctii.g machinery ore
be ing unl 'udi d.
Railroads are fighting each other t
Fargo. N. D.. Aug. 12. The sen reach the nheat towns of the future.
sation of this year's great American J n ey start wun a grain
elevator.
harvest will he the amazing wheat They will stop. Dakota believes, nt
nothing.
j
crop in the wonderful northwest In
The boom town, the mining town.
the states of Minnesota, North Dak- Hie oil and gas town, have come nnd
gon.
ota and South Dakota.
The wheat town is the newest exNo accurate estimate has yet hren
three pression of popular activity In farmmade of the yield In these
states, ulthough the department of ing in this great country. What Its
agricultuie and the Chicago nnd Dul-ut- h future will be no one can say, hut it
board of trade experts have fig- is certain it will live ns long as bread
is eaten or a wheat grows.
ured on an Increase over last year.
Agents have been In Minnesota and
NOTICE lOlt PUBLICATION.
South Dakota and have Just Ilnisln d
a survey of the field In North Dakota,
have Interviewed the most conserva- Territory of New Mexico, County of
Rernalillo, In the District Court.
tive farmers and have asked the opinNo. 8096.
ions of correspondents in remote sections.
Robert A. Klstler, Plaintiff, vs. M.
say
Dorothy Klstler, Defendant.
As a result thy are able to
today that the northwest wheat crop To M. Dorothy Klstler. Defendant:
pre
will be stupendous.
The figures
You are hereby notified that trM
so staggering that It would not De above entitled cause to pending in
on
flurry
surprising if they caused a
said court;
that plaintiff seeks in
the big grain exchanges. Think of and liv said suit to dissolve the bonds
North Dakota Increasing her wheat of matrimony existing between him
crop in one year from hb.OOO.uoq self and you on the ground of de
bushels to about 116,000.000 bushels! sertion and abandonment, and unleAe
An added valuation of something like you enter your appearance In said
$50,000,000!
cause on or before the 21st day of
Not only Is the production mightily September, A. D. 1D09, a Judgment
year,
the hy default will be rendered against
but
increased over last
you and the plaintiff will be entitle!
market price also Is greater. As
to join in the fortune of the farmer. to the relief asked for in his comcrop
better plaint. The name of the plaintiff
conditions have
the
than for years.
attorney Is R. W. D. Bryan and his
acreage
only address is Albuquerque. N. M.
is
in
wheat
While the
984,000 increase over last year in the
JOHN VENABLE,
three states, the yield Is 83,438,000
Clerk of the Said Court.
year.
So
greater
bushels
than last
Every cigar is i apt to meet IU
resource, climate and business have
the golden match.
combined to make this

York-Hava-

aftkrnoon.

;;

Ther were six commercial wireless
telegraph systems In 1907, operating
122 stations, located at most of the
h.rge ports of the Atlantic and Paclilc
oceans, the Gulf of Mexico and the
Great Lakes, and in Hawaii. They
transmitted 163.617 wireless messages.
d
Their authorized capitalization
of stock of a par value of
of which $32,726,642 wa the
value of the outstanding Issue.
More than 15 million miles of single
wire are used by the people of the
United States in communicating with
each other over the various telephone
snd telegraph systems. Of this num
ber 12,999,369 miles are operated by
the telephone ssytems and 2.072,851
miles by the telegraph companies.
This length of single wire would en
circle the earth at the equator more
than six hundred times.
Over the telegraph wires In 1907
flashed 368, 470. 500 messages, including 5.860,317 cablegrams.
Rapid Growth of the Business.
The first telegraph line In the Unit
ed States was opened for buoiness In
years later the
1844. and thirty-tw- o
At
the
telephone was introduced.
1880 census the telephone companb s
reported 34.305 miles of wire, about
h
of the mileage of the tele
graph companies. In 1902 the telephone mileage of wire was almost
four times as great as that useil for
di graph purpose). In 1907 the telephone mileage was eight times as
great as the telegraph.
In the amount of business done, the
sum paid In salaries and wages, and
the capital invested in 1907, the telephone business wiw a little over three
times as extensive as
and one-hathe telegraph Industry, and during
that year it furnished employment
for more than five times as many
persons.
Between 1902 and 1907 there w.s
an addition of 8.098.918 miles of wire
for the use of the telephone systems,
as compared with an Increuse of but
259,611 in the mileage of owned and
leased wire for commercial telegraph
purposes.
The capital of the telegraph and
cable corporations W 244 million dollars. The companies expended for
salaries and wages $17. SOS. 249. anl
$24,071,364 in
for other nurnoses.
1907. Their Income was $.1.5SJ.Sbs.
The ocean cable increased their
nautical mileage 177.6 per cent from
1902 to 1907, owing to the laying of
the Pacific and the New
cables.
The use of telephones by railroads
exclusively In connection with the op
eration of the roads has Increases
rapidly since 1902.
coa-siste-

DAUGHTER

u.

NORTHWEST

Six Systems In Use In 1907
Spent More Money Than
They Made During

fur-cess- es

!

LOSS

AUGUST

The Bride of an Hour, by Mrs. Ana
Stephens.
The Love that Saved Him. by lira.
Ann Stephens.

2lc eaca.
Note Single copi
postpaid. Any 12 boolui for 12, pre$3; the sapaid. Any 25 book
IS; terms ars
for
fifty
books
tire
The Corsair's Captives, by Harry cash with order. Send postal order
Danforth.
or check. Every volume complete.
by The Upon receiving books, If not as
A Maiden All Forlorn,
send them back and get
Dutchess.
your money. Place your orders ai
Hunters of' bargains. Ilka all
A Little Irish Girl, by Ths Duchess. once.
other hunters, must a:t quickly. This
advertisement will appear In mors
Sweet Is True Love, by The Duchthan 1.000 paper.

fr

d,

KEEffirECT 23TT

uminiiT
WKItMl
105-10-

7

READE ST.

COMPANY
NEW

YORK CITY

THVKKDAY,

At'Gt'ST

KLBUQTJERQUE CITIZS2.
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Clearing House for the People's Wants

ROOMS TO RENT
,

..

ROrSES FOR SALT

TETOGRAPHXM

ooimpnu

BUSINESS OPPOR-

AIJC8ME

TUNITIES

AGKirn

MONET TO LOAN

WANTED-Posltio-

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns

EaUbliabed
FOR SAUL
$500.00 Six front lot on B.
Coppr ave. Great bargain.
31,000.00
A
kouse;
large lot. Keleher air. Rare
chance to buy a good bom
cheap. Easy terms.
$2.000 Three beet Oful cor
ner lots, 76x100 feet o W. IV
terss ave. This la a saaa
12300
ho
two lots, stables,
oa soudi
Edith, close in. As exceptioreJ
bargain.
$1300 Rooming
on
house
Central ave. Great chance
quick buyer. Easy terms.
MANY OTHER BARGAINS
IN ALL SECTIONS Of CITY.
LOTS IN NEW TOWN OF
BELEN at original plat price.
Call at our office for full particulars.
CHOICE VACANT LOTS IN
CITY OF ALBUQTIERQUH. See
us before buying elaewher. Ws
can aav you monvy.

Indian Motor Ovrl
n
anil A
Vulcanising.
Bicycles for Sale or Rent, Repairing and Supplies of AU Kinds.

GROCERIES
A PIOCINTX1.
23 Sonth Second Street.
Staple and Fancy Groceries.
All
Kind of Imported
Italian Goods.
Pur Lucca Olive Oil. Phone 711.

ns

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

PHYSICIANS

N. M.

to ALE HELP

SOLOMON

S10 Sooth Walter Street.
Phone 1030. Of flee
Barnet
Building. Phone 017.
A. G. SHORTXE, M. D.

Practice limited to Tuberculosis
Hours 10 to 13 and a to 4.
Telephone 886.
rooms 8, , and 10, State National
Bank Block.

Extra Hands at
ing Time

Thresh-

Dining room girl at the
Columbus Hotel.
WANTED Competent girl for housework. Apply 720 N. Fourt St.
compete'it
Thoroughly
WANTED
dressmaker wants worK. Aaareas
3u"8 Hunlng avenue. Phone 687.
Lady to represent us at
ANTED
home; good position; good pay and
taller made suit free in 90. days.
unnecessary;
Experience
reliable
firm. Address J. E. McBrady Co..
Chicago.

WANTED

JOSE RESTAURANT.
Open day and night. 211 West Cen
tral. Iu addition to our regular
meal
W serve short orders, noodles, chop
uey Iniall styles and other mandarin
dishes. Give us a trial.

SHOEMAKERS
10S North

Sole

Boot and Shoe Maker, 118 S. Third St
Men' Shoes.
DENTISTS.
21.10
tt Soles and Heels, nailed
11.(0
Soles and HeeU, sewed
Room 12.
Ladle Shoe.
N. T. Armljo Building.
H Sole and Heels, nailed
7le
H Soles and Heels, sewed
$1.31
Only the very beet rock-oa- k
sole
EDMUND G. ALGER, D. D. S.
leather used and absolute satisfac
All work guarantion guaranteed.
Office hours, B a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
teed. All work given prompt atten1:30 to S p. m.
tion.
Appointments made by mall.
306 West Central Ave.
Phone 458

Sewing Machines

11.

Attorncy-st-La-

Office

BRYAN

V. D.
w

First National Bank Building
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

CUAS. HEWITT,
117 South Third St.
Dealer In sewing machines

Attorney-at-La-

Better paste this suggestion tip near the telephone
FOR REN1

ge

n,

Business Opportunities

and

STORAGE

l

FOR RENT For Rent card at The
uiusen office.
FOR RENT Furnished Rjomi for
Rent cards at The Citizen office.
OK RENT
1.
5. 6 and
houses, modern and close in. W,
H. McMUlkin, real estate broker,
211 Wert Gold
Any part or all of the first floor of
the Luna and Strlckler building Is
now ready for occupancy and will be
leased to responsible narile
alterations desired will be made to
suit tenants. Total floor space, 12.000
square feet. Basement same dimen
sion, steam heat and all other rood
srn Improvements.
Apply W. 8.
Btrlckler.

in

TYPEWRITERS

i
Y

their parts; bicycles, typewriters and
creamery supplies.
Expert repairer

t

CLAIRVOYANT

f

of locks; keys made and fitted; blcy
cles, typewriters
and sewing machines repaired. Albuquerque. N. M.

w

Office Cromwell Block
Albuquerque, Mew Mexlcc

I

and all

Madame Ilmar tells you all about
business transactions, changes, travels, domestic troubles, love affair and
marriage; also health; no fee accepted unless she gives you the truth and
help you desire. 320 West Gold Ave.

t
I

i

219 Wttt

Gold

A.enum

FOR SALEi
3

X

t

.....

usueuu

HAMLETT $

I

genera! practice in

All Courts.
Rooms 15, 17 and 19, Cromwell Bldg.,
No,
Albuquerque, N. M.

FOR SALE Oliver Typewriter,
6. like new. Cheap. Matson's bookstore!
IUA M. BOND
FOR SALE; Fj
typewriter;
very
latest visible model No. 23, like
AUorury-at-Lanew, cheap.
Mlllett Studio.
FOR KENT typewriter, all kinds. Pension, Land Patents, Copyrights,
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange
Caveats, Letter Intents, Trade
Mark. Claims.
3 F. Street N. W. Washington, D. C.

We Ask You
to tako Cardul, for your female)
troubles, because va are sure It
will help you. Remember that
this great female remedy

PERSO SAL

T1IOS. K. I. MADDISO.N
WANTED Manuscript. Novels poet
ry, history, essays, etc., tor publicaA Uorwey at - La w .
tion in book form. Cochrane Publishing Co.. 777 Tribune building.
Office 117 West Gold Ave.
New York City.
"l'was a (nloriotuH Victory.
INSURANCE
There's rejoicing In Fedora, Tenn.
A man's life has been saved, and now
Dr. King's New Discovery is the talk
U. A. SLEYSTKIt
of the town for curing C. V. Pepper
of deadly lung hemorrhages. "I could
Insurance, Ileal I late. Notary
not work nor get about," he writes,
Public.
"and the doctors d.d me no good, but,
Rooms 12 and 14, CroiiineU Rlk.
after using Dr. King's New Discovery
New Me vino
three weeks, I feel like a new man, Albuucrque
and can do good work again." For
weak, scire or diseased lungs, coughs
A. E. WAIJiEIl '
and colds, hemorrhages, hay fever,
la grippe, asthma or any bronchial
Fire Insurance.
affection It stands unrivaled.
Price Secretary Mutual
Building Association
50c and 11.00. Trial bottle free. Sld
217 Wet Central Aveuue
and guaranteed by all druggists.
--

o

J

2 Room Cottage on S. II h St., 2
New.
JOSE C. ESP1XOSA
Beautiful Home, Trees, Good
Barn N. Hill.
Attorney at Law.
6 Room Frame Modern S.
To proer In me TJiancrry tmstm
v High. Lovely Home.
(Llcenslado.)
W
T
it
on cnoiee
Will Do a General Practice In all you must do the best posnibie work
ixts, J erea Aauiuon.
In all line of laundering
We have
Courts.
no
sperlalUea
enEVERY
article
Room It, Armljo Block, Albuquerque,
FOR RENT
trusted to us is handled RIGHT by
New Mexlcj.
blgh clans help In every department. i
at
a f'satl
v r axa o
Imperial Laundrj Co., back of post' I inents, Cottages and II uses. A
.mi . i
rx ,r
I . l
i
MOOESTO O ORTIZ.
of lice. Plione 148. Red Wagons.
tnuw yuu. i uo e ooo
pleasure
Attorney
Send for Our Select List of e
(Llcenslado.)
X..
Fifty
Real Estate, 214 W. Gold!
California papers
Rooms 30 and 36, W. Central Ave.
whereby you can insert die- Old Albuquerque.
Opposite Al444444444
play ads In all paper for
buquerque Floral Co.
FIVE DOLLARS PER INCH.
The Dake Advertising Agency,
4)
Incorporated.
John W. WSaon
John A. White
437
8.
St,
12
Greary
St,
Main
WILSON A WHITE
'
Los Angeles
8an Francisco.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

Will do

"Had dyspepsia or indigestion for
years. Nu Hppctilc, and a hat I did
cat distressed me terribly. l;uidk
Blood
Hitters cund noj." J. H.
Wa.ker, Sunbury. Ohio.

Z

g.

DRS. COPP AJfD PETTITT

LAWYERS

O'-'t-

--

P. MATTETJCCI.

E. W. DOBSON

WANTED To buy large tract of
report,
Give full
cash
timber.
FOP SALE
SALESMEN
price, location, shipping facilities,
Kitt-redC.
Cockey.
226
I.
terms.
also
FOR SALE Modern
house;
Bldg., Denver, Colo.
WANTED Salesman: Experienced la
easy terms and price reasonable.
In
general
any
trade
line to sell
Wl ANTED
regarding
Information
Inquire 214 North Walter.
An unexcelled spe. New Mexico.
farm or business for sale; not parFOB
SALE
brick with t
commissions
cialty
proposition,
ticular about location; wish to hear
lots, a snap, 11850. W. H. McMil-llowith tit weakly advance for ex
from owner only, who will sell direal estate broker, 211 West
penaee. Tne continental Jewelry
rect to buyer; give price, descripGold.
Co.. Cleveland. Ohio
tion, and state when possession can
be had. Address L, Darbyshire,
WANTED Lubricating oil salesmen,
Box 8010, Rochester. N. Y.
experienced (no attention tj others) receiving less than two hun- CAPITAL furnished for meritorious
AGENTS
salary
dred monthly, investigate,
enterprises; stock and bond Isonly.
E. L. Cannon, Wade Bldg.,
sues sold on commission; companWANTED Agents to sell our line of
Cleveland, Ohio.
ies organised;
loans negotiated.
cigars with a new patent cigar
Address with full particulars. Metlighter. Can also be carried as a WANTED Best paying side line on
ropolitan Investment company. 111
side line. Address Crown Cigar
the market. Good men make big
La Salle street, Chicago.
Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
money. Salesmen with establish10 to
ed territory write. Sample case 10
AGENTS Positively
make
LOST
FOUND
P.
lbs.
120 daily selling the greatest phoreferences.
Must give
to art specialty ever produced;
Schmidt & Co., S34 Dearborn St.,
LOST Last
Friday, a cane. Ivory
Chicago, 111.
something new and unusual. L. K.
knob Inlaid with silver. Return to
Ave.,
Nutter, Mgr., 464 Carroll
Citizen. Reward.
CAPABLE SALESMAN to cover New
Chicago, 111.
Mexico with staple line. High comdally selling our
.iralNTa make
LOST
OR STRAYED A colt; owner
missions, with 1100 monthly adNational Clothes Drying Rack, recan have same by calling at tills
vance.
position
to
Permanent
the
quired In every home. Absolutely
office and paying cost.
right man. Jess. H. Smith Co., Deaaw. Send to cents for sample and
I
troit,
Mich.
territory. Culver A Co., 171 WashIngton street, Chicago.
educated
WANTED An energetic,
AGENTS ATTENTION D'loxo Cabiman to sell the New International
contagguard
nets
the home from
Mexico;
Encyclopaedia
in New
Pianos, ewlng machines,
ion and disease. Require no attensplendid opening; state age, pres- WANTED
trunks, household goods, etc. Stored
up,
all.
that's
tion. Just hang Them
ent employment
and give refersafely at reasonable rates.
Full
People are buying them by tho
ences. Dodd, Mead and Company,
Moon Furniture & Storage Co., Ed
thousands. Send at once for sample
Shukert Building. Kansas City, M'.
Le Breton & Co., Prop, 115
and terms. Montana 8ales Co., DisAve. Phone 451.
tributors. Butte, Mont.
WANTED Salesmen for our special
offer of 5,000 free postcards, vast
a day;
VANTED
Agents make t
pocket samples, nut profitable giile
seven fast sellers; big new IllusAt tllKK
line ever offered. H. U. Zinimi-ma- n TOWN ITJII' WILL Yl
trated catalogue and samples free.
TO ALL.
& Co., Chicago.
Commercial Supply Co., Box 3068,
Boston. Mass.
SALESMAN
WANTED Experienced
Cider pumped from a big cistern
11204.10
PROFIT
made io TvT
ambitious man capable selling to will quench thirsts at Zoar after next
by
C.
his
months
Nichols and
best trade by Kansas City whole-sal- e fall.
agents In Utah and Muho: write,
house. Applicant must subThe cistern, whose wall is of ceproof.
general
to
agent
Want
for
mit convincing proof of compet- ment, has a capacity of 100 barrels,
open branch office In this state.
ency.
Fine opening. Permanent. and is located in the public square.
Exclusive territory, complete proPosition will pay rlgkt man high It is being cleaned out, and will be
permanent
amazing
profits;
tection,
fully. filled with apple Juice.
wages.
State experience
honorable busine.s. Parker ChemiReferences. Apply C. J , care Cltl- The cistern was used for this purcal CoChlrago.
years ago when the Zoar Comi pose
ren oflloe.
munist society was In existence. With
t2.U3.7! first three months' profit on!
by
wholesale the advent of the Rose local option
DIOZO, made by C. A. Nichols, 306 WANTED P.'ilesman,
house, to 1111 vacancy; experienced, luw tho citizens determined to reWalker lUilg., Salt Lake City, and
A pump will
umbitious man, one who has sold store the old custom.
He secured exclusive
his agents.
standard be installed, und the beverage will
merchants
sale for DIOZO in I'tah and Idaho; to country
specialties be free to all who care to work the
goods or advertising
In April. lHO'.c. He tills us that one
Cui.-ipreferred: applicant must submit ii mil'
Dover correspondof his subagents cleared $120 In
one ueek. A few desirable states convincing proof of competency; fine ence Pittsburg Sun.
opening; position will pay right
still open. Write today for full
Never can nil when you'll maun a
mini tutiu a nvmth r better, payparticulars, if you have ability to
ing two men now
S00
a month linger or suiter a cut. bruise, burn or
act as a general (.gent. Can you
He pi pared.
each. Give home address, refer- scald.
Dr. Thomas'
do as well as Mr. Nich'ls? Why
ences and experience. Address C. Kclectric oil instantly relieves the
not? Try. Write now to Parker
J., Citizen.
quickly cures the wound.
Chemical Co., Chieugo.
(

u--

First Street.
agent for Famous Roberts
Johnson
Rand "Star" Shoe; also
Dental Surgery.
complete Une of serviceable shoes.
xpert
K
repairing,
all work guaran
Rooms 3 and S, Barneti Building,
teed.
Over O'RJelley's Drug Store.
Appointments made by malL
Plione 774.
N. YANNL

IWANTED
Position In Albuquerque
in a good family, to help in housework. Phone 839. Holen Metz, care
The Vendome Hotel, 2 1(5 S. 1st St.

WANTED Touirabout 12 acres
near city, all or partly In alfalfa,
with fruit or shade trees. Give
price. Addons P. O. box 216.
A good, competent cook.
.WANTED
Mrs. Ivan Grunsfeld, 1009 Tijeris

i

.

DR. J. E. KRAFT.

There is no place to which idle men turn so rapidly as to the want
ad page of the daily paper.
When you need men in a few weeks now to help in the harvesting, remember that.
Of course youcan depend on hiring men from your neighbors,
or you can count on men coming along by chance, but if you want
to be certain of hiring men, depend on a want ad every time.
You have too much at stake this fall to neglect an opportunity
to secure men in this way. And you won't have to put it off until
you come to town either. Just telephone your ad right in, and call
around and pay the bill when you come to the city.
The cost of an ad is mighty small compared to the value of the
grain you may lose if not harvested m time.

"WANTED

FOR RENT.
$20 Three furnished rooms
and bath, modern, for light- housekeeping.
Very close in.
Water paid.
$2t
Four ron,
furnished house. H;inm',o- lose
In. Barn on
prnniWater
paid.
.
S
i
S2A.
room
nous
Highlands. Newly rtniiishcd.
3
$8.00
room hou, nea
shops on Pacific avenue.
$10.00
new
Comfortable.
house. No. Eighth St.
$8.00
tent house and
barn, corner Marble and 13th
street.
$12.00 Very olose in mod
em rooms for light housekeep'
Ing on North Second street.
$16.00
house. West
Central Ave., near Castle Hun-lnPartly furnlshee.
$20.00 'Rooming houfe with
store room, close to shops.
4 room
$23.00
furnished
flat, with sleeping porch
all
modern, plenty shads, on North
Second St. Cool summer home.
$22.504 room modern brick
house. West Marqusm
$2.50 per week, t rooms furnished for light hou keeping.
West Copper, near Tnirc street.
$65.00
Hotel HDnua. ia
brand new, never ocuMed, Is
modern, 27 rooms iooo location, a bargain.
$150.00
Rico notel I story
brick, N. First t. Dtirn CenLower
tral and Copper sv
floor store room Upp floor
have 18 modern flnlsne? room
for 'rooming house. Will rent
upper or lower floor separate.
Low rent. Greet opportunity.

SAJi

DENTISTS

we

FEMALE HELP

f

RESTAURANTS

Residence

pay any man $85 per month and
all traveling expenses to take orders for portraits. Experience unnecessary. This offer made by the
greatest
portrait house In the
world. Write now before it Is too
Dept. 220,
late. R. D. Mattel.
Chicago.

ave.

M. RYAN, TAILOR,
Cleaning, pressing and repairing.
101 South Second street.

Physician and Surgeon,

Sf ANTED 490 a month, $70 expense
Allowance at start, to put out merchandise and grocery catalogues.
Mall order house, American Home
Supply Co., Desk 4. Chicago, 111.
MEN Take orders for the largest
portrait house. Some of our men
are making $300 a month, so can
you. Address National Art and
Crayon Co.. Dept. 447. Chicago.
WANTED Intelligent man or woman to take territory and appoint
canvassers to sell our water filters.
Exclusive territory and nice, profitable work for the right party. Seneca Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
V ANTED Albuquerque
representative. Control staple line. Large
consumption. Position worth $2,500
yearly to man with business acquaintance or to hustler. Consolidated ndMfg. Co., Rochester, N. T.,

wIIlexplalnhow

L. BURTON, M. D.

fr

TAILORS

ss

we

REALTY 1888
CO.

F. & HOPPING
Ml South Second St.

LOST ANT FOUND

WANTED Position
by first-clabookkeeper, teven years with Standard Oil Co, II. E. Herzog, Gallup.

WRITE-a-

JOHIUOII

Auto Repairs- - Btoyoles

RANCHES FOR SAL I

CANVASSERS

DIRECTORY

HOUSES FOR RENT

has brought relief to thousands of

other sick women, so why not to
you ? For headache, backache,
periodical pains, female weak
ness, many have said it is the
best medicine to take." Try It I

1

Sold In This City

KILLthe
and

M. V. D. O.

Osteopath.

so much
is not
Good Judgment
Snowing what to do as what not to Specialist lo Chronic Diseases, Offices
N. T. Armljo Blcg.
d.

couch

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
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J. H. Van Stone, manager for the
Hughes Mercantile company of Kftan-clIs in the city on business,
Horn, at 8 o'clock this morning, 'o
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Reidy, a son. Both
the mother and baby are doing well.
( lieer up! t'oliimbus Hotel dining
room iM'ii next Sunday. Sunio excellent men Is nmr service; name prlcv,
23 cents.
E. W. Oaffey, Insurance adjust' r
for the Fire Association of Philadelphia, Pa., Is upending a few days In
the city on business connected y,Ui
his firm.
Leon Hertzog, formerly In the shoe
business on Central avenue, has opened a feed store on North First utrcet
in the building formerly occupied by
J. P. Palmer.
Tlio Columbus Hotel dining mooi
will lc reopened Sunday, Angst IS.
Special dinner, 23 rents.
Miss M. Bertholdt left last night
for St. Louis, after spending the past
month visiting her brother, Henry
Bertholdt, and family, 301 West
Roma.
The German Lodge of Harugarl w ill
hold a picnic at the Schwartzman
grove Sunday, Aug'. 15. Wagons will
leave Ked Men's hall at 8:30 a. m.
and 12:30 p. m.
Mrs. Seymour Lewlnson enjoyed P.
visit this morning from Mr. and Mrs.
B. M. Jack, of Louisville, Ky., old
friends, who arrived from the east
last night and left on the limited today for California.
A. H. Case, superintendent
of the
San Pedro Gold and Copper company.
is In the city on business. San Pedro
is on the northern part of the Sandia
mountains. Mr. Case says that twenty-live
men are working in the company's mine.
H. Scott Knight appears
as tho
plaintiff in a suit brought yesterda.'
ailernoon against Jose Felipe Chaves
and Raquei t,. de Chavcn, of Los
Padillas. The action was brought to
recover on a note for $j95, and secured by a mortgage on 3,000 head of
sheep.
M. C. Roberts and Mike
Adams
were before Police Judge Craig till
morning on the charge of being
drunk and disorderly. Adams pleaded
guilty and was lined $10. Roberts
pleaded not guilty and wa.s returned
to the city Jail to await hearing tt
the afternoon wes.slon of court.
Mrs. W. J. Johnson, accompanied
by Miss Louise Rose of Wichita, Kun.,
who has been her guest for the past
few weeks, left yesterday noon for
Ocean Park, Calif., where they will
spend a short time. Mrs. Johnson
8 the wife of W. J. Johnson, assist
ant cashier of the Hank of Commerce
r; this city.
Walter Jones, engineer for the Vlc-orLand and Cattle company, is in
he city to consult with H. A. Jastro,
manager for the company. The Vic
toria Land and Cattle company owns
he land over which the government
proposes to build a railroad from Cutter, N. M.. on the Rio Grande division of the Santa Fe, to the site
t!ie Elephant Butte dam.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Xeis, who for
some time past have been making this
ity their home, leave for Santa Fe
next Sunday, where Mr. Xels has ac
cepted a position in the land office.
Mr. Nets for the past year has been
connected with the forcet service of
fices in this city and during his residence here has succeeded in forming
countless acquaintances, all of whom
will regret his departure.
Col. H. A. Jastro, president of tho
Albuquerque Traction company, and
general manager
for ttie Victoria
Land and Cattle company of southern
New Mexico, arrived from the west
this morning on train No. 2, accom
panied by his daughter, Mrs. Mae
Jastro-Gree- r.
Col. Jastro will spend a
few days in the city getting acquaintth
ed
with his granddaughter,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Chad- bcurne, and then go to Denver. Mr.
Greer will spend several weeks with
her sister, Mrs. Chadbourne.

I

WHERE QUALITY MEETS PRICE.

Watch'
This Space
Tomorrow
Might
66
Muff ed99
t

i
i

Crescent

Hardware
Co...

318 W.

Central

Ave.

Phone 315

Stoves, Ranges, House Furnish-n- g
Goods, Cutlery and Tools,
Iron Pipe, Valves and Fittings

Plumbing, Heating,
Tin and Copper Work

Why not have the best?

a.

,

I

While many of the old players will
Join the University boys 6n the gridiron this year, t'ney will be strengthened by a number of new players,
tmong whom will be Will Halloran,
who will try out for full back. Amon(
he olj players who will play with trio
first team will be Doc Cornish. Law-itnc- e
Selva, Waldo
Ames. Verne
H. ss, Josh Salisbury, Chalmers
11
and Edward Ross.
Both
Wclscher nnd Safford also expect to

A. I. MALOY
Phone 72

return this fall and Captain Allen
hopes to have one of the best teams
in the southwest.
The organization
of the footba'l
team will be commenced Just as soon
as the fall semester start".
ManFRENCH HUME BAKERY
ager Lee announces that he has succeeded in arranging several games,
among the most important of which
hPtxiviiS
will be one with the University of
Bread,
Butternut
line Cakes,
Colorado team which will be played
lies and Candles.
on Gatnbel field In Boulder, Colo., on
November 6. The Boulder team no v
lromt Delivery and Courteous
holds the championship of the northTreatment.
west.
Another game will be pluyed
AND WIRTII, Props.
with Tucson on Thanksgiving day,
Ill'imrs
will try for
202 East tYntral Ave.
while the local team
games with Roswell, Socorro, the SanTelephone 507.
ta Fe Indians, the Albuquerque Indians and El Paso. Manager Lee Is
atao trying hard for a game with Las
Cruces to be played in this city on
23.
October
DRAWING FOR LAND
Charles Lembke, who withdrew
from the gridiron last year on account
knee, will again be on
IN FLATHEAD TRACT ot an Injured
deck this year, playing quarterback
for the U. N. M. aggregation.
It M
thought that there will be at least
Six Thousand Names Will Ho Drawn twenty-fiv- e
candidates for positions on
In Three Days and Eneli lias
the team.
In
Fourteen.
One Chance
SUPREME COURT WILL
1LWE BUSY SESSION.
Couer d'Alene, Idaho, Aug. 12.
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 12. Forty
Drawings for lands in the Flathead
Indian reservation began here this cases were docketed for the adjourned
morning.
Six thousand names will term of the territorial supreme court
this month, which means an extra
be drawn today, tomorrow and Satur
day.
Each applicant has about ono ordinarily busy session.
chance in fourteen of drawing a quarSHERIFF'S SALE.
ter section of land In the reservation.
the District Court. Bernalillo CounJoseph Furay, of Warsaw, Indiana, In ty,
Territory of New Mexico.
was the first name drawn today.
Marcus Kelly, plaintiff, vs. Mrs. II. M.
Bennett, otherwise known as Laura
IWKXOWX WIVES OF
B. Bennett, defendant.
WELL KXOWX MFX
No. 7718.

WHOLESALE AND BOX TRADE ONLY
203 East Central Avenue.

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery
CALL

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
VHTTE VAGONS

123 8. SBOOXD

U

STREET.

W. GOLD AVENUE

4 Treas.

C. O. CUSHMAN, Sec.

E. L. WASHBURN, "res

E. L. Washburn Company
'

IlfCORPORATID

Complete Outfitter

for Men

and1

Boyt

We have placed on display our large,
nobby suits for
complete stock of Stein-Blocthe coming season. Neat dark gray effects
in worsteds and cassimeres are to be found in
endless profusion.
Wide graceful lapels and collars are in
vogue.
An early selection is advised. A
study of our windows will convince you that
dollars
our suits from eighteen to thirty-fiv- e
are all you could possibly desire.
h

side

You are behind the procession if not
ore of them.
We invite an early inspection.

in-

a complete clearance on cur
entire summer .stcck we have made more and
sweeping reductions in price.

JI

l

OUR ENTIRE STOCK
marked down to figures which can net fjii
'Tv"Ms- -.
to quick y clan up oi:r sarn'us me"-cWe call particular attention l
ur lin (I

)

13

V

Vj
jj

PIen's and Boys' Clothing
ifl

,

U

We have reduced

NER

ice?

i7

rn MAUT SCHA'K- -

MARX
as well as prices 01

l

to th !ou-h i 1 s . Shoes, an.! F.irHroWen lines if llanan and
tishing Goods,
1) uglas Shoes n eluded.

l
fj

&

t

im-c-

-

ff

J

Py virtue of an execution issued out
or the District Court
of Bernalillo
County, Territory of New Mexico, on
the eighth day of April, A. D. 1909,
in the suit of Marcus Kelly against
Mrs. H. M. Bennett, otherwise known
us Luura B. Bennett, ensq No. 771S,
I have levied on the following goods
One piano and
and chattels,
music
piano chair and twenty-on- e
rolls; one dining room sideboard; one
dining room buffet; three sectlonul
took cases; one lamp; one lamp
shade; one veneered writing table;
one oak writing desk and one oak
dining room table.
The said suit aforesaid being for
f
damagca for breach of contract
renwas
employment Judgment
dered against the defendant, Mrs.
H. M. Bennett, etc., on the sixth
day of April. A. D. 1?09, for
the amount of $375.00, with costs
and legal Interest from said date, the
amount of Judgment with interest i.o
date of sale being 1386.25.
Notice is hereby given that on
Tuesday, the twelfth day of October.
A. D. 1909, at ten o'clock in the fore
noon, at the warehouse of tne Secur
ity Warehouse & Improvement Com
6
West Marqucin
pany, at No.
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.. the unci. Tsigned. Sheriff of Bernalillo County. Territory of New Mexico, will sell
bidat public auction to the highest perder for cash the above described
or
sonal property and chattels
much thereof as may be necessary to
satisfy the paid plaintiff's Judgment
atoresarfd, with costs of suit, etc., expenses of sale and storage, etc.
JESUS ROMERO.
Sheriff of Bernalillo County, New

(f

The Centra) Avenue Clothier

63

Sciibner s Dancing Academy

:

ELKS' BALL ROOM

Ice Cream Cones, Tuesday, Aug. 1 7
Regular Dances, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

t

Good Music

5 Cent Per Dance

J
Before placing your order for
your coal see us. We will make
your last winter's price ($7.50)
look sick. We hnve the quality.

Direct Line Coal Yard
Phone 29.
NOTICE OF FtmtXXOSl'lfE SAI.E.
District Court of Roosevelt County,
Territory of Xew Mexico.
Effie M. Wilson, plaintiff
vs.

Xo. 4D3.
H. A. Shannon and A. W. Shannon

1

Craigej

Hotel

J 118'S Went Silver Avenue.
X
Finest rooms, best location,
clean, cool, comfortable. Special
T summer rates.
Come.
J. A. WOOD,

PROP.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Defendants.
LIVERY, SAVE AND
Whereas,, on the 10th day of M,ty.
TRANSFER STABLES.
In
plaintiff
Effie Wilson, the
fhe above entitled and numbered Horses and Mules Bought and Ex- cause, obtained a judgment against
changed.
file defendants. 11. A. Shannon and
TCRN-OCT- S
IN TTIE CITY.
BEST
six
sum
of
A. W. Shannon, for the
dollars. Second Street between Central and
hundred nine and
Copper Ave.
Interest, and costs ot suit, and also
a foreclosure of a mortgage and an
order ot sale against said defendants
upon and against the following described property, to wit: Lot numMontezuma Grocery and
bered nine (9) in block numbered
seventeen (17) In the town of Elida,
New Mexico, according to tho plat
Liquor Company
of said town on file in tlTe recorder's
X
office of Roosevelt county, said terCopper and Third
ritory, said order of sale directing
that all right, interest, and equity of
redemption of the said defendants.
Imported and Domestic Coods
In and to the said property, and the
Specialty of Lucca Pure Olive Oil.
appurtenances
Improvements
and
Liquor bv the Gallon or Bottle. T
thereunto belonging be sold, and that
X
Family Trade Solicited.
the proceeds arising from said sa'c
be applied to the payment of said
Agent for Sir An'onio Line. Always X
judgment, interest, costs of suit, atPrices Right.
torney's fees, and accruing costs, and,
Fresh.
X
Whereas, on the 3rd day of AuSolicitor,
Call
or
Phone
send
for
gust, 1909, an execution was IssueU
out of the District Court of said
PMOUC 1029
2
County of Roosevelt. In said cause,
of
commanding that the sheriff
Roosevelt County, Xew Mexico, sell
said property as directed In said order of sale;
Therefore, by virtue of said order
of sale, execution, and the authority
vested in me as sheriff of said county, and territory. I will, on the 16t'i
Mexico.
day of October, 1909, at the hour of
Aftgust 10th. 1909.
4 o'clock. P. M. of said day, at the
i: Klt WATCIIITL.
front door of the courP house, In the
town of Portales, Xew Mexico, sell
A Lit tie fare Will Save Many Alhu at public vendue, to tne highest and
best bidder for cash, all right, title,
qiierii lUiulers Kuturr irouoie.
and equity of redemption of the said
Watch the kidney secretions.
See that they have the amber a'J' defendants In and to said property.
R. A. BAIX, Sheriff
of health;
The discharges not excessive or In- By
Deputy.
frequent;
like" sediContain no "brick-dus- t
DISSOLUTION
OF
OF
NOTICF.
ment.
II' THE I.AW PROHIBITED
PARTNERSHIP.
l)ian'e Kidney I'ilU will do this for
you.
the
wasteful extravagance of money
Notice Is hereby given that the
They watch the kidneys and cu.'i general partnership heretofore exist- we would have a monopoly of ren
e
tlM m when they're nick.
As it is
ing between the undersigned, under ovating men's clothing.
,
J. L. Curd, of Albuquerque. X.
save them many hundreds of dolia.--s
Levy,
name
and
of
Barnett
the
firm
siys: "Some three or four years ago has tcon this day dissolved by mut- - that would be uselessly spent for new
loun'3 Kidney Pills were tirst brougot uu. consent, and Jacob Levy will re garments. We are specialists in steam
to our attention and the contents of ceive all moneys due to the said part- - dyeing draperiiw and portiere, dry
si veral boxes gave complete relief to
and pay all demands ng.iirist cleaning lace curtains and ladies' suitJ
a member of the family who had suf the rame.
and skirts.
This
fered from kidney complaint.
We absolutely guarantee our woric.
Into
undersigned
1ti
have
entered
person was benefited to such a great a limited partnership, under the laws Oooils
called for and delivered.
extent that she gladly testified as '.o of th territory of Xew Mexioi, for Phone 4 46.
the curative powers of !an's Kidney tho xurpose of conducting a wh i'S'
Pills in a public statement. Since that sale and retail liquor, cigar and to IH'KE CITY STEM CLEANING :
DYE WORKS.
time I hve taken Ioan's Kidney bacro business under the Arm name
Pills and have found thrm very ef. of Jfccub Levy and Company, in the
fective In relieving backache and reg- city of Albuquerque, as provMed by
ulating the passages of the kidney
tho laws of the territory of Xew Mex
Our experience with thi Ico, ai per certificate of such limited
cretions.
preparation warrants our high opin partnership
on file In the efflce of the
Ion of It."
recorder
at Tijera Canyon
prjVate clerk and
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 of Prrnallllo county.
Co., Buffalo
cuts. Foster-Milbur- n
Hot and cold lunches and reDated at Albuquerque, Xew Mexico.
Xew York, ble agents for the UniteJ July 22. 1909.
Mineral
served.
freshments
statw.
JOE BARNETT,
and good pure fresh water, cold
Kemember the name Dean's and
ae Ice without ice. relieves KidJACOB LEVY.
take no other.
ney Trouble, Heart Burn.
rtay
or
68
Hy
Mat
lionr,
TO RENT
etc.
o
1020:
Phone,
car.
oftiee
touring
well
' Hoax
"It's a good thing Methu leKlileuce, 62.
The Place to Spend an
Joax
selah wasn't a woman."
Why?"
Hoax "The world would
STAGE TO JKMEZ LEAVES 211
Outing.
ry vur have known how old she really WEST tiOIJ) EVERY MORNING Al
190'J,

to-w-

Jim

I

Mrs. Howard Chandler Christy, wif,
of the artist who created the famous
Christy girl, is the original Christy
girl, .she has been the model for all

her husband's pictures.
e
Mrs. Christy, who was Mies
Thompson of New York )efore
her marriage. Is an undeniable beauty.
She accompanies her husband wheron. sketclting trips. Their
ever
summers the Christys spend on the
old Christy farm near Zancaville, O..
where the artist apent his boyhood
days. There he has built him a studio 400 feet above the Muskingum
river in which tnere was a romant'c
beginning of the love story of tho
Christys quite befitting the wooing of
a Rough Rider artist and the "prettiest girl In New York."
He first saw her in a restaurant
with her mother. Both women were
in mourning. The artist in him took
fire at the girl's undeniable beauty.
and after trying vainly to find some
one to introduce him he boldly went
to her home and Introduced hlmse'f.
"Take this card to the young lady In
mourning I don't know her name."
he said to the maid at the door.
The wedding took place a few
months later and Mat'belle Thompson,
the "girl in black." whom Chrlstv
had hunted over half New York, beAnd Sulphur, for Coyote and Whit- - came the "Christy Girl."
comb Springs, for Hell's and Bear
canyons, engage Simon tlarcla rigs
CHEERING HIM UP.
invalid's friend,
"Bill," said the
ami spring wagons or saddle horaes
for your trips. Call at my store. 1202 "I've come to cheeer you up a bit
lik. I've brought yer a few flahrs.
North Arno street.
o
Bill. I fought if I was too late they'd
Plumbing
I. II. Cox, tlio plumber.
come in 'andy for a wreaf. yer know.
and heating and all. kinds of repair Don't get down 'carted, Bill. Lumwork promptly done and guaranteed. my don't yer look gashy! But there's
I've
ENTIRE HOLIDAY LINE. A. C. keep up 'yer yerspirits, ole sport;
an' cheeer yer up a
ON come to see
M.Hi.l K; & tX., CHICAGO,
DISPKW AT 323 KOCTII FIRST ST. bit. Nii-- little room you 'ave 'ere,
but as I sez to iik self when I w as
up, 'Wot a orkard staircase
CITIZEN
get
a coffin
WANT ADS
dahn!" " London
Globe.
BRING RESULTS.
Mao-bell-

For Jemez

AUTUMN
ANNOUNCEMENT

'In order to make
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SINGER CIGAR CO

12, I9M.
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.port.

30c Pound

I

TEAM

j

Alv-i-rad-

please.
They have very light hand turned
soles, soft kid uppers, plain toes or patent
leather tips, common sense, military, Cuban or French heels, and are as light and
dressy as an oxford or pump. We carry
these in all sizes from Nos. 2 to 9, and
have enough styles to suit the most particular. Trices run from $2.75 to $5 00.

FOOTBALL

With the approach of fall toe athletically Inclined students of the Uni- JJ
versity of New Mexico are beginning
to lay plans for the coming season't
sport at that institution. The mem- fC
ber of last year's football team, under the management of Lawrence Le.
are beginning to look over the Held
of players and Lee reports that the
prospects are for a good season's Jj

Costs no more than
poor butter

:

FOR

TIiIh Season.

BUTTER

I

' CANDIDATES

Inlvnrslty Has Bright Prospects for
Winning; Important Guiik--

X

Try Glorleta beer. Phone 4S2.
Insure In the Occidental Lite.
Miss Emma' L. Haynolds has been
appointed a notary public.
Dance tonlaht at Elks hull room.
Admission free; 5 cents a dance.
Howell Jones, land attorney for the
Santa Fe, is registered at the

Some women dislike wearing low shoes
on account of weak ankles. For such we
have a line of high shoes that are sure to

'

Belle Springs

Should you fail tj receive The
Evening Cltlien, call up the
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
No. 36, and your papr will be
delivered by special messengi

FOOT COMFORT

MANY

t

wTiuiiA

PARAGRAPHS
1
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Sandias Home

lo
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J

YOU BUY CUT GLASS ASK FOR

HAWKES. OR LIBBEY

We have both makes. Our stuck Is large. Every piece marked very
low in plain figures. We will give a 10 per cent (Uaoount ou these goods
to reduce stock.

The Leading
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